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ARTICLE I PREAMBLE
secti°n 1. Meeting the educational needs of the children, youth and 
adults of Dade County requires the full and effective, cooperative effort 
of all members of the staff of the Dade County Public Schools.
Section 2 . The School Board of Dade County, hereinafter called 
School Board, and the American Federation of State, County and 
Municipa Employees. Local 1363^ hereinafter called AFSCME, recognize 
and declare that quality service is necessary to provide a quality 
education for the children of DCPS which is their aim, and it is the 
intent and purpose of the parties hereto that this agreement shall 
promote and insure a spirit of confidence and cooperation between the 
School Board and its employees.
Section 3. The School Board and the Superintendent of Schools have 
the constitutional and statutory authority, respectively, for the 
operation of DCPS in addressing the educational needs of DCPS.
Section 4. It is the purpose of this agreement to provide, where not 
otherwise mandated by Constitution, Statute or the DCPS Rules Book 
for the salary structure, fringe benefits and employment conditions of 
the employees covered by this agreement, to prevent interruption of 
work and interference with the efficient operation of the DCPS system 
and to provide an orderly, prompt, peaceful and equitable procedure 
for the resolution of differences, and the promotion of harmonious 
relations between the School Board and AFSCME.
ARTICLE II — RECOGNITION
Section 1 . Pursuant to the action of the School Board on December 
11, 1974, and pursuant to the order of PERC 8H-RA-744-2005 dated 
February 14, 1975, the School Board recognizes AFSCME, Local 1 363 as 
tl}e -sole and exclusive representative of the employees within the bar­
gaining unit covered by this agreement for the purpose of collective 
bargaining in respect to wages, hours of employment and other condi­
tions and terms of employment of the School Board employees fullv 
described in Appendix I. y
Section 2. Any position created, or any change in title of any
Sh?" n0t r®sult ir? such position being excluded from the 
AFSCME unit except in the instance such position is designated by the 
School Board or the Superintendent of Schools to be managerial or 
confidential within the meaning of PERA. If  such a designation is 
made, the position shall be excluded from the AFSCME unit until such 
time as the designation of the School Board or the Superintendent is 
reversed by PERC.
Section 3. The provisions of this contract are not to be interpreted in 
any way or manner to change, amend, modify or in any other way to 
delimit the exclusive authority of the School Board and the Superin­
tendent for the management of the total school system and any pirrt of
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the school system. It is expressly understood and agreed that all 
rights and responsibilities of the School Board and Superintendent as 
established now and through subsequent amendment or revision bv 
constitutional provision, state and federal statutes, state regulations^ 
and School Board rules, shall continue to be exercised exclusively bv 
the School Board and the Superintendent without prior notice or 
negotiations with AFSCME except as specifically and explicitly provided 
for by the stated terms of this contract. Such rights thus reserved 
exclusively to the School Board and the Superintendent by wav of 
limitation, include the following: ( 1 ) selection and promotion of
empoyees, (2 ) separation, suspension, dismissal, and termination of 
employees for just cause, (3) the designation of the organizational 
DCPStUre °* thC DCPS and the lines of administrative authority of
It is understood and agreed that management possesses the sole right, 
duty and responsibility for operation of the schools and that all 
management rights repose in it, but that such rights must be exercised 
consistently with the other provisions of the agreement. These riqhts 
include, but are not limited to, the following:
Discipline or discharge of any employee for just cause.
Direct the work force.
Hire, assign and transfer employees,
Determine the missions of the Board agencies.
Determine the methods, means, number of personnel needed 
or desirable for carrying out the Board's missions 
Introduce new or improved methods or facilities.
Change existing methods or facilities.
Relieve employees because of lack of work,
Contract out for goods or services, and
Such other rights, normally consistent with management's 
duty and responsibility for operation of the Board's 
services, provided, however, that the exercise of such 
rights does not preclude the Union from conferring about 
the practical consequences that decision may have on 
terms and conditions of employment.
Section 4. Subcontracting
DC PS agrees to notify the union when subcontracted work is to be 
performed. This does not imply any limitation of the employer's right 
to subcontract. It is the policy of DCPS to attempt to utilize its 
regular employees to perform work that is ordinarily and customarily 
performed by bargaining unit members; however, DCPS reserves the 
right to subcontract for any work it deems necessary or desirable.
ARTICLE III — AGREEMENT
Section 1 . AFSCME hereby agrees on behalf of its members and all 
employees of the unit it is certified to represent that it shall not 
authorize, initiate, nor participate in a strike against the employer.
In addition. It agrees that neither it nor its members or employees of 
its certified unit shall support in any manner a strike against the 
employer by any other union or group of employees.
For the purposes of the Article, "strike" means the concerted failure to 
report for duty, the concerted absence of employees from their posi­
tions, the concerted stoppage of work, the concerted submission of 
resignations, the concerted abstinence in whole or in part by any group 
of employees from the full and faithful performance of the duties of 
employment with a public employer, for the purpose of inducing, influ­
encing, condoning or coercing a change in the terms and conditions of 
employment or the rights, privileges, or obligations of public employ­
ment or participating in a deliberate and concerted course of conduct 
which adversely affects the services of the public employer, the con­
certed failure to report to work after the expiration of a collective 
bargaining agreement and picketing in furtherance of a work stoppage.
Section 2 . Violation of this Article shall result, in addition to the 
penalties provided in Chapter 74-100, FS §447.019, in action by the 
employer to immediately seek action from the Florida Public Employees 
Relations Commission to: 7
a. revoke certification of AFSCME as the bargaining aqent
of the unit, a
b. revoke the privilege of payroll dues deduction,
c. seek the maximum fines permitted by law with the intent 
that such fines would be used by the employer to re­
place those services denied the public as a result of the 
strike.
In addition, the employer shall treat violation of Article III as a breach 
of contract, with the effect that all organizational rights and privileges 
accorded AFSCME shall be suspended and revoked. However, it is 
agreed by the Board that AFSCME shall not be responsible for any act 
alleged to constitute a breach of this article if AFSCME can show that it 
did not instigate, authorize, condone, sanction or ratify such action 
and further that it has used reasonable means to prevent or terminate 
such action by its members.
ARTICLE IV — SERVICE TO AFSCME
Section 1 . The Board agrees to furnish AFSCME, at least twice a 
year, a copy of the names, addresses, classification titles, social secu­
rity  numbers, employee numbers and work location codes of all em­
ployees in the unit.
The Board agrees to notify AFSCME at least thirty (30) days in ad­
vance of any public hearing in which personnel matters, relative to the 
unit, are to be the subject of discussion.
Leaves of absence, with pay, shall be granted to those employees 
designated by AFSCME to attend Union functions. The total amount of 
time granted, to all employees cumulatively, seeking leaves under this 
provision shall not exceed twenty-five (25) working days in any con­
tract year. 7 '
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Section 2 . The Board agrees to continue to provide AFSCME with the 
following documents and publications: (One copy unless otherwise
indicated)
School Board agendas 
School Board minutes 
Examination announcements 
Training and benefit bulletins 
Classification specifications (3)
Employee newspaper
Administrative orders and personnel policy procedures
Proposed budget
Final budget
Table of organization
Pay plans (25)
School System Mail Delivery Service ( I f  legal by U.S. Postal 
regulations.)
Section 3. Contract Distribution
The negotiated contract between AFSCME and DCPS shall be distributed 
to all members of the Bargaining Unit, production and costs to be borne 
by the employer.
ARTICLE V — DEFINITIONS
Terms used in this agreement shall be defined as follows:
Section 1 . School Board - -  The School Board of Dade County, the 
duly elected board established under Section 230.03(2) which has the 
responsibility for the organization and control of the public schools of 
Dade County.
Section 2. AFSCME — The American Federation of State, County 
and Municipal Employees, Local 1363, (AFSCME) which has been granted 
the right to represent exclusively the members of the bargaining unit.
Section 3. Contract - -  The document which delineates the items and 
terms which were mutually agreed to as the result of collective bar­
gaining.
Section 4. Unit That group of personnel, supervisory, and 
technical employees determined by the employer and AFSCME and 
approved by the Florida Public Employees Relations Commission to be 
appropriate for the purpose of collective bargaining. See Appendix I.
Section 5. Job Description — The written document describing the 
duties and responsibilities of the job.
Section 6. Work Location — The school center or other responsi­
bility center location to which the employee is instructed to report to 
work by the administrative supervisor. For the employee in the Opera­
tions Department, it shall normally mean the school or building in which 
the employee is regularly employed. For the employee in the 
Maintenance Department, it shall normally mean the Maintenance Center 
to which the employee is assigned or other school or responsibility
-4 -
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Section 10 . PERC — Means the Public Employees 
Commission created by Section 447.003, Florida Statutes.V Relations
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Section 22 . Strike — The concerted failure to report for d u t v  thp 
concerted absence of employees from their positions, the con^rfed  
r lr f^ d 96k °+f work'. the concerted submission of resignations the con-
Z I*3aSn d efna?thfn | Wh0lr ° P in P3rt by » " *  9 ro u p 9of employees from 
?d fa ,t5 ful Performance of the duties of employment with a
coercinr a  Ih anaer in,h^ U';P0Se of j.nducin9 . influencing, condoning or 
rinh tl • , 9 m t tie terms and conditions of employment or the
= 9 rio\ 1 vl{e9es' or obligations of public employment or participating 
n a deliberate and concerted course of conduct which adversely affect!
work after5 t°hP h*f ?UbJ'C emp,oyer' the concerted failure to report for 
. . .  ^ e expiration of a collective bargaininq aqreement and
picketing in furtherance of a work stoppage. 9 9 and
^ 5 t '°nr .2^  Divi'sion — The administrative unit to which departments 
and sections are administratively responsible. P
Section 2H. Department — The operational units within the division. 
tShTdenpa2r5tmenf.eCti° nS ”  Subdivision of operational units within
^ Ctt '°on. 26, . Seniority — The length of continuous service in any job 
in the bargaining unit. y J
Section 27 Unauthorized Absence ~  Any absence without pay which 
has not been requested by the employee and approved by the super­
visor, m writing, at least five (5) days in advance.
Employees are required to notify the work location, prior to the
int9andn n^o9 te  atbsen7rk d3V' Whe" ^  Un3ble ,0 rep0rt t0 work ° r
* t r CZ S ♦°u the ®mpi 0yee' where notice of absence is made prior to the
start of the work day but are not covered by the employee havinq
^  s,<Tk or Personal leave, shall be charged as unauthorized 
absence and may result in disciplinary action in accordance with Article
Section 28. Approved Personal Leave Without Pay — Any leave of ab­
sence without pay. not to exceed th irty (30) days, granted to full-time
regular employees of the Dade County Public School System, which has 
been requested in writing by the employee at least five (5 ) days prior 
to the date of the requested leave, and approved in writinq by' the 
buperintendent or his designee. Personal leave without pay may not be 
used until all authorized vacations and personal leave have been used.
expected Vo p i t % %  '*
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fn r li i P5 ° rAUnit/  ^  be Provided for the president of AFSCME 
Local 1363 and the Assistant Superintendent for Labor Relations to
nrnrtOriPeri0di Ca ^ mutually agreeable times to plan effective
p ocedures for implementation of this contract, the arrangements for 
such meetings to be initiated by either party.
Lenll°tn 8' A P£c^V ?it:.y WiM be Provided for the designated repre­
sentatives of AFSCME Local 1363, and each Area Superintendent or his 
des'gnated representative to meet periodically at mutually agreeable 
times on matters of mutual interest and concern, outside the terms of 
this contract, meetings to be initiated by either party.
Section 9. Members of the unit will have opportunity to process com- 
plaints and grievances under the terms of this contract in accordance 
with procedures set forth in Article V II.
Secbon K). Members of the unit will promptly and effectively 
adm'mster all terms and conditions of collective bargaining contracts 
with other employee organizations signed by the Superintendent and as 
required by law, approved by the School Board.
ARTICLE VII — GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Section 1 . Purpose
It is recognized that complaints and grievances may arise between the 
bargaining agent and the employer or between the employer and any 
one or more employees concerning the application or interpretation of 
the terms and conditions of employment as defined in this agreement 
The employer and the bargaining agent desire that these grievances and 
complaints be settled in an orderly, prompt and equitable manner so 
that the efficiency of DCPS may be maintained and the morale of 
employees not be impaired. Every effort will be made by the employer 
employees and the bargaining agent to settle the grievances at the 
lowest level of supervision. The initiation or presentation of a
grievance by an employee will not adversely affect his standing with the 
employer.
Section 2 . Definitions
a. Grievance — Formal allegation by an employee(s) and/or the 
bargaining agent that there has been a violation, misinterpre­
tation, misapplication of any of the terms and conditions of 
employment set forth in this agreement.
b. Aggrieved Employee(s) — Employee(s) filing the grievance.
c * Immediate Supervisor — The administrative officer immediately 
superior to the foreman or general foreman in a given trade.
d * Supervising Administrator —— The individual having immediate 
administrative authority over the aggrieved employee(s).
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e. Immediale Superintendent -  T h „  Assistant. Associate or 
Superintendent having immediate administrative authority
over the supervising administrator. ty
Section 3. Procedures
I S r 4 i « ; 7 , I heth !9 9 r-ieVed emp,0yee or without the Union Steward 
tor within f- 9nevance or dlsPute with the supervising administra-
rise to the grievance m9 da/S the occjrrence ° r knowledge giving
! L af*e,r H u s s io n  with the supervising administrator, the grievance 
Ten m  , oreSOwedl the grievariCe shal1 be offered, in writing within 
five m  Hajc Tn9 days' . i °  the SLJPerv'sing administrator, who will have
In  tho3 V t0 re^onsider or notify the Union that the initial decision
form^for^hf^step ^  Th* 9n'eVanCe Sha" be the P">per
t olled T n 'L p n ^ l 9 t h VanCe °c  diSpute has not been satisfactorily 
and thP i n - S p ' he Un,0n Steward and/or the aggrieved employee 
d the Union Representative may appeal the grievance to the immediate 
superintendent within ten ( 10 ) working days after the supervising^ad­
ministrators response is due. The immediate superintendent 9Shal I
<ha?i°hd ' ‘V * n tin 9 ' Within ten HO) working days. The grievanceshall be on the proper form for this step. ne grievance
U r . 1,1’ ~~ ‘V * !  9rievance has not been satisfactorily resolved in 
btep II hereof, the employee may submit the grievance to the Associate 
uperm endent. Bureau of Business Management within ten ( 10 ) workinq 
days after the immediate superintendent's response is due. The Asso- 
C|ate Superintendent, Bureau of Business Management shall respond
roV, r fo r ,e,nh ii1s0,)epWOrkin9 day5' The 9-v a n c e  sh9a„ be on the P% ? r
Tfio re -Vi ob^erve. tbf  time for submission of a grievance, at any
step will automatically result in the grievance being considered aban­
doned. Failure to respond to a grievance within the prescribed time 
limits will automatically move the grievance to the next step.
th3t 35 3 PrinciP'e ° f interpretation, employees 
obligated to work as directed while grievances are pending.
,Ah i I ^ ° nses r.tquired in,  s,eP 11 "1 above, shall be directed tothe employee with a copy furnished to the Union.
J L 'S .underst00d and a9 reed by the employer, members of the unit and 
the bargaining agent, that the resolution of complaints which are
grievable or litigable shall be pursued through the grievance procedure 
until such remedy is exhausted. proceoure
!* '? Jufther understood and agreed that the aggrieved employeefs)
de^rrihpH £ ranted r * 1leased t,me to attend formal proceedings, as 
described herein, which are held during working hours. Additional 
employee witnesses who may be needed to insure a9 full hearing on the
DCPS and^AFSrMF Shat" n® 9 ‘Ven released time Pr°vided the agent of DCPS and AFSCME mutually agree on the number of representatives.
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Section 4. Arbitration
If the decision of the Associate Superintendent for Business Management 
has not satisfactorily resolved the grievance, AFSCME may request 
arbitration, in writing, to the Assistant Superintendent for Legislative 
and Labor Relations, no later than fifteen (15) working days after the 
rendering of the decision, or the expiration of the time limit for render­
ing of the decision by the Associate Superintendent for Business 
Management. Upon receipt of request for arbitration and in no event
ater than Fifteen (15) working days, the Assistant Superintendent for 
Legislative and Labor Relations shall set in motion the necessary 
machinery to expedite an early hearing by the arbitrator.
At the Arbitration Hearing, the aggrieved employee shall be accom­
panied by the AFSCME representative and such additional non-employee 
union representatives as shall be approved by the arbitrator. The 
arbitrator shall render his decision no later than th irty (30) days after 
the conclusion of the final hearing. Such decision shall be final and 
binding and made in accordance with the jurisdictional authority under 
this agreement. Copies of the award shall be furnished to both parties.
SELECTION: The arbitrator shall be selected and shall conduct
the arbitration proceedings in accordance with the 
rules established by the American Arbitration 
Association or the Federal Mediation Conciliation 
Service.
POWERS: The Arbitration Award shall be in writing and shall 
set forth the arbitrator's opinion and conclusion on 
the issue submitted. The arbitrator shall limit his 
decision to the application and interpretation of this 
agreement and the arbitrator shall have no right to 
amend, modify, nullify, ignore or add to the provi­
sions of this agreement. The costs of the services 
of the arbitrator shall be shared equally by both 
parties to this agreement.
Suspension, dismissals and reduction in grade are 
not arbitrable.
Section 5. Letter of Inquiry
Either the immediate superintendent or bargaining agent may send a 
letter of inquiry on stipulated letter of inquiry form, to the Assistant 
Superintendent for Legislative and Labor Relations for the purpose of 
seeking a clarification of a Dade County Public Schools rule, state law 
and/or terms and conditions of employment as set forth in this 
agreement.
ARTICLE V III — UNION REPRESENTATIVES, MEETINGS AND
MATTERS
Section 1 . Union Representatives
AFSCME has the right to select employees from within the bargaining
-10-
. -unit, as herein defined, to act as union stewards. The names of 
employees selected shall be certified, in writing, to the Assistant Super­
intendent for Labor Relations of the Board by AFSCME. It is 
agreed to and understood by the parties to this agreement, that union 
stewards may, without loss of pay, with prior approval of their 
supervisor, process grievances. The supervisor's approval shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. It is agreed to and understood by AFSCME that 
union stewards shall process grievances in such a manner as not to 
disrupt normal Board activities and services.
AFSCME Representatives, i .e . ,  non-employee AFSCME business repre­
sentatives shall be certified, in writing, to the Assistant Superinten-
AccViiiT Le9,slative and Labor Relations for the Board by AFSCME. 
A bLME agrees that activities by the union representative shall be 
carried out in such a fashion as not to interfere with normal work pro­
duction. Non-employee business representatives shall not contact 
employees, including union stewards, during regular working hours 
without the approval of the applicable department head or principal and 
such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
ny time spent during regular work hours processing grievances or 
participating in School Board business as a representative of the bar­
gaining unit away from the steward's work location shall be recorded by 
out and in time card entries, and initialed by the steward's immediate 
superv |sor. No DCPS vehicle shall be used in the aforementioned type 
activities, and any travel for this purpose shall be at the expense of 
the employee, the steward, and/or AFSCME.
Section 2 . Labor-Management Committee
There shall be a Labor-Management Committee formed within the 
Bureau of Business Management affected by this agreement. Said 
committee shall consist of members designated by AFSCME and of 
members designated by the Associate Superintendent of Business 
Management, but outside of the bargaining unit, as herein defined.
The Labor-Management Committee shall meet on a quarterly basis or at 
other times by mutual consent. These meetings shall be held without 
loss of pay. The purpose of these meetings will be to discuss with 
employees problems and objectives of mutual concern not involving 
grievances or matters which have been the subject of collective 
bargaining between the parties.
The composition of the Labor-Management Committee shall consist of not 
more than six (6) members designated by the Union and not more than 
three (3) members designated by the Associate Superintendent of 
Business Management. Six (6) members will be permitted release time 
to participate in negotiations. The Union shall notify the Board in 
writing five (5) days in advance of a change in stewards or business 
representatives.
Section 3. Bulletin Boards and Mail Boxes
The Board will furnish AFSCME with sufficient bulletin board space at 
each work location where employees of this unit work.
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I I  'm L T ^ d J ° :  P“ rpos,es ° f interpretation that the bulletin boards 
shall be provided primarily for employee information and internal com- 
mumcations.
In those situations where employees have been assigned mail boxes the 
mad boxe|  assigned to employees of this unit may be used for distribu- 
tion of AFSCME literature. The Board agrees not to destroy or discard
bulletin'boardsr.rent " teratl,re con,ained '» mail boxes or posted on
Section 4. Union Activities at Work Location
sh!all.,?e reproached for wearing pins or other identification 
ot membership in the Union.
Section 5. Parking Privileges
The Board shall issue seven (7) permits to the Union for parkinq in
lots adjacent to or near the Dade County Public Schools Administration 
tsuiiaing.
Section 6. AFSCME will have the opportunity to make a presentation 
at group orientation sessions for employees.
Section 7. School Food Service Advisory Committee
The Board agrees to establish a joint Union/Board committee to be titled 
*C u°,° u F° ° d,  Service Advisory Committee.*’ This committee shall be 
established for the purpose of discussion of common interest items 
pertaining to school food services. The committee shall be made up of 
! ' *  s‘ h° o1 f° od service managers, with three to be appointed by 
Al-bCME; and appropriate school system administrative personnel 
including, but not limited to, the Executive Director of the Division of 
Management Support Operations, the Supervisor of Food Service 
Management, the Supervisor of Food Service Operations, and the 
appropriate food service specialists.
The committee shall be chaired by the Executive Director of the Division 
of Management Support Operations.
The purpose of this committee shall be to discuss and recommend action 
on the following topics:
o
o
o
O
O
o
o
o
o
Food Services Organization
Cost Containment
Menus
Equipment
Facilities
Food Services Accounting 
Vendors
Satellite Program 
T raining
The Committee shall be convened by the chairman and shall meet at 
least once each month. Several sub-committees may be convened to
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ARTICLE IX — WORKING CONDITIONS 
Section 1. Work Scheduling
A ‘ l e ^ T n o r Z t ' ^  ZTVo ^ " " 9 ‘ "K  W rk
Appendix I I I .  Y ty (^0) hours excePt as noted in
B.
C.
D.
The normal work week shall consist of no more than five m  
consecutive days of work at the regular rate of pay. (5)
oMhe^standard w t^ w e e k ?  ‘ °  ‘ W°  ,2 ) d3yS ° f f  at the
a T s ig n S
S ^ H r r ' " s ‘•--S’ ZCZ,::',
Board controf emergency conditions or factors beyond the
The right to utilize the four-day, ten-hour work crhori.iias 
forPr"anSly re^erved to management and adoption of such schedule 
overtime. Umt member Sha" " 0t be consider* d an avoidance i f
LUChK sch®dule shal1 be for four consecutive days. Wherever a
tpn"n°n[ day schedule is adopted, the work day shall consist of 
ten (10) consecutive hours exclusive of the meal period.
T his,. schedule change may be implemented by the Board after
|p « f tChat,0 t t0 r t f e Ur?ion* Employees affected shall be given not 
less than two (2) weeks notice of the change in schedule.9
pcmtpK°iyeKS^  Shf "  n0t 56 rec u^ired to report to work prior to the 
!rhPd'1hHd St^ tm9 time nor * *  comPe,|ed to work beyond their 
tim edU ed W° rkday unless theV are compensated for suchYadditional
Section 2. Emergency Work
arheeno. n . r T r9enCy '5 ?eclared bV the Superintendent and employees are generally excused from work because of the emerqencv P thosp
employees required to work during an emergency will receivp nnp anH 
one half times rate of pay (t -1 ,2 ) for any overtime forked and
F.
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New employees hired as temporary full-time employees for the duration 
of a specific project or projects, shall be subject to the four (4) month 
probationary provision, and then considered as annual employees for 
the duration of their employment project. When a project continues into 
t e next fiscal year, the continued employment of project employees is 
subject to the management decision to reappoint any or all such em­
ployees. Continued employment from one fiscal year to the next is not 
automatic. A management decision not to reappoint shall not be griev- 
able or arbitrable. These employees will be entitled to all rights and 
benefits provided for in this agreement, except that termination due to 
expiration of the employment project shall not be subject to appeal. 
Every effort will be made to provide permanent full-time employment for 
these personnel. Personnel terminated due to project expiration will not 
retain any rights of rehiring, and may be rehired as temporary or 
permanent employees, without regard to length of employment or order 
of termination.
Section 3. Temporary Full-time Employees
Section 4. Probationary Employees
New employees hired in the bargaining unit shall be considered pro­
bationary for the first four months, thereafter, they shall be con­
sidered annual employees subject to annual reappointment.
During such probationary period employees may be terminated without 
recourse.
Section 5. "Acting" Appointments
In the event an employee is placed in a position of "acting" for a period 
of time that is over one ( 1 ) month, such employee shall be compensated 
at the in-hiring rate for the class to which they are acting, provided 
such rate is at least one ( 1 ) pay step higher than they are currently 
receiving and such rate shall not begin until the start of the next pay 
period. The employee shall revert to his previous rate of compensation 
upon termination of such "acting" status.
Section 6. Job Requirements
Subsequent to initial appointment the employer has the right to place 
additional employment requirements on any job classification. For those 
employees already on the job the costs of such additional requirements 
shall be borne by the employer. New employees shall assume costs of 
all eligibility requirements.
All employees except for part-time hourly food service employees, shall 
be required to wear identification badges which will include the 
employees name and a current picture prepared and provided by the 
Board.
Section 7. Overtime
It shall not be the general policy of the Board to have its employees 
work frequent or consistent overtime. However, when employees are 
directed to work overtime, in addition to their regular hours.
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aggregating more than a maximum of forty (40) hours per week thev 
shall be compensated as follows. * ey
The rate of time and one-half (1 -1/2) of the normal rate shall be paid 
or all hours in pay status per week over the regular weekly task 
assignment aggregating more than a maximum of forty (40) hours per
An employee shall not have his/her regular work schedule changed to 
avoid the payment of overtime.
Employees called from home to work shall be guaranteed at least four 
♦ j 'ur,f ^ay provided such work does not immediately precede or 
extend the employees regularly assigned work schedule. An employee
rHqnirt d tC?i work two hours or more beyond the normal workday
shall be allowed one-half (1/2) hours for meal time with pay. An
employee required to work at least three ( 3) hours before normal 
starting time shall be allowed one-half ( 1 / 2 ) hour meal time with pay 
provided he/she completes his/her normal shift. I f  call back work
immediately precedes the normal workday, the four (4) hour guarantee
shall not apply. 3
Overtime shall not be paid more than once for the same hours worked. 
Giving consideration to the organizational subdivisions of the Board 
assignments and shifts, the Superintendent shall attempt to distribute 
overtime among employees as equally as practicable. Overtime worked 
shall be reflected on the pay stub.
By mutual consent of the supervising administrator and the employee 
compensatory time may be given in lieu of overtime pay. In such 
cases, one and one-half ( 1- 1 / 2 ) hours of compensatory time shall be 
provided the employee for each hour of overtime worked.
Section 8. Personal Life
The private and personal life of an employee, except for such incidents 
and occurrences which could lead to suspension and dismissal as pro­
vided by statute, shall not be within the appropriate concern of the 
Board.
Section 9. Training Programs
All employees may be required to participate in orientation, refresher, 
and/or leadership training courses provided by the Board.
Section 10. Employee Assistance Program
AFSCME and the Board recognize that a wide range of problems not 
directly associated with an employee's job function can have an effect 
on an employee's job performance and/or attendance.
AFSCME and the Board agree that assistance will be provided to such 
employees through the establishment of an Employee Assistance Program. 
The Employee Assistance Program is intended to help employees and 
their families who are suffering from such persistent problems as may 
tend to jeopardize an employee's health and continued employment. The
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program goal is to help individuals who develop such problems by 
providing for consultation, treatment, and rehabilitation to prevent 
their condition from progressing to a degree which will prevent them 
from working effectively.
Appropriate measures will be taken to insure the confidentiality of 
records for any person admitted to the program, according to 
established personnel guidelines and federal regulations.
The Guidelines for the Employee Assistance Program, by reference, are 
made a part of this contract.
Employee Rights:
Job security will not be jeopardized by referral to the Employee 
Assistance Program, whether the referral is considered a voluntary 
referral in which an employee elects to participate in the program, or a 
supervisory referral in which a supervisor uses adopted guidelines to 
refer an employee into the program.
An employee has the right to refuse referral into the program and may 
discontinue participation at any time. Failure by an employee to accept 
referral or continue with treatment will be considered in the same 
manner as any factor that continues to affect job performance 
adversely.
ARTICLE X — TRANSFERS, LAYOFFS AND RE-EMPLOYMENT 
Section 1 . Transfers
A permanent employee seeking a transfer will request it in writing to 
the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel with a copy to his super­
visor. The employee will be referred for consideration for the next 
available opening. Pay status of the employee will not be a determining 
factor in acceptance or rejection of the transfer by the Board except if 
the position transfer is to a lower grade, the employee will receive a 
reduction in pay. Transferred employees will serve a normal pro­
bationary period in the new position and if their performance is not 
satisfactory, will be returned to their original work location if their 
original position has not been filled or a similar position is open. If  
not, the employee will receive consideration for the next available 
opening.
A permanent employee may request a transfer based on hardship. The 
Office of Personnel will give full consideration to effecting a transfer of 
an employee determined to have a hardship.
Section 2 . Layoffs
Layoff defined, is the separation of an employee for lack of work or 
funds, without his/her fault or delinquency on the employee's part. 
Employees shall be laid off in accordance with seniority, systemwide, in 
the job classification. The Board agrees to provide the Union with a list 
of the names of the employees being laid off and such notice shall be 
sent at the same time that it is issued to the employees so affected.
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d e e p e r  fo“  layoff dha!f  been m a d ^ 'X V o ^ n t  Y h a T th e V a r d "  ^  
such employees less than twenty-one (21) calendar days notief. 9 'Ve
Section 3. Bumping Procedures
i p H E S i S E E B S
a.
b.
c.
r ~ p& r many e" ployees mu5t be
The employer will remove employees from that job classifica-
r « s  ..................... ..............
s , r r  s - a  r= “ „ s \ r ' , r , » ,  t  ; ; t
AnnpnH^H^v? J obs ln the same i° b TamiIy (as defined in 
ppendix IV) for which they are qualified by experience or
t air?in9* . An employee bumping down may replace an
vkfed^hP 7n 3 ,ower^ .rankin9 Position in the job family pro- 
fpmiit th r ra?kin3 employee has less seniority in thePjob 
fam.ly (Job.family seniority is the accumulated service °n
1  f i a i ° nS m the J0b fami,V-) Bumping may not be used to dislocate a lower ranking employee who has areater
seniority in the job family than-the employee bumping9down.
An employee bumped from his position may exercise the 
ranking9 em*ptoyees? ^  b- P  W
job within0 his job' familyh' VheSUshan?n h i^ ^ u aH fic ltio ^ ^ ^ n d
theYnM n^ permit.t,n9 ' be p|aced in accordance with one of the following provisions, in the following order:
To a vacancy in any other job family provided he has 
previously satisfactorily performed such job for DCPS-
at the Board's option, to a vacancy in any other job 
amily for which he will be given training so as to be 
able to satisfactorily perform the duties.
IH h in  the'?0be?amiN in Y  i° b- famll>' seniority to retain a job
the employees ,o Sey|afd o f"  °  “ h"0'  ° btai"  3 j ° b under <*> »b° «  - e
Section 4. Recall and Re-employment Rights
Is t a b n iJ r t Y l  emp^ e! s ,  are laid off. re-employment lists shall be 
established for each job from which employees were laid off Surh lictc
shall remain in effect for M  months from the date of layoff im nlnve.!
who are recalled to a job from the layoff list shall be called in Inverse
d.
e.
1.
2 .
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5^ y r y . " hJ Ch. t h e /  were laid off ( i .e . ,  the last to be laid 
shall be the first to be recalled). Employees who have bumped 
down to a lower position, shall have all of the rights of an employee as
. theyh Vt f ,*K ° fJ '  their names shal1 be Placed on the layoff list and 
‘  5 a 1 be thf  flrst t0 be given the right of recall to their former
posmon; refusal to accept a recall shall result in removal of their names 
from the recall lists for the job from which they bumped.
t f a,#L n° tify  f,n e T p , o y e e  by certified roail» return receipt requested, of his/her recall. A laid off employee who is recalled shall 
accept or reject the recall within 3 working days and report within 10 
working days after signing the receipt for the notice of recall; failure 
so report, or notify the Board shall terminate ail recall rights.
Where the recalled employee has moved and left no forwarding address
delivery M9 Sha" termi"ate 3 dayS after the Post-office9attempted
Where an employee cannot accept a recall due to a just cause beyond 
the control of the employee, the union and management may, by mutual 
consent, permit the employee to remain on the recall list for a time to 
be determined by the parties but not to extend beyond expiration of 
the contractual recall rights. K
ARTICLE XI CLASSIFICATION APPEAL
Section 1 . Whenever an employee has just cause to question a classifi-
tthetKe^ P ° y^ 6 *may apply f0r 3 revievv of the classification in writing to the immediate supervisor, using the proper form.
Such request, commented upon by the supervising administrator, shall
b> h ° r ™ ded J°r?he ° ffiCe 0f PersonneI by the employee's Department within fifteen (15) working days of receipt of request.
Within th irty (30) working days of such receipt by the Office of Per­
sonnel of request of reclassification, the Office of Personnel shall render 
a decision.
If  the employee is not satisfied with the decision, the employee may 
within ten ( 10) working days request a hearing by the Assistant Super­
intendent for Personnel. At the hearing the employee may be
accompanied by a representative of his choosing and may produce any 
documents and evidence to support the claim for reclassification. The 
Assistant Superintendent for Personnel will explain the basis for the 
decision in the event the request is denied. The Assistant Super­
intendent for Personnel shall hold such hearing within th irty (30) days 
of the request. 1
The decision of the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel shall be
final, and shall not be subject to a grievable, litigable or reviewable 
process.
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ARTICLE X II — DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
Section 1. Notification
.ire 8cc° un,abj e *>r their individual levels of productivity 
implement1 ng the duties of their positions, and rendering effic ient
r ln ^ r s 6 d?fir^e7  o ff servlces and support. Whenever an employee 
renders deficient performance, violates any rule, regulation or policy
that employee shall be notified by his/her supervisor, as soon Ik 
possible, with the employee being informed of the deficiency or rule 
regulation or policy violated. y rule'
Hic^irJi°ard agr®es t0 PromPt!y furnish the Union with a copy of any 
o r2 , 3C notification ( i .e . ,  notice of suspension, dismissal or
bargaining uni??P r th 'S SeCti° n) a9ainst an emPl°>'ee >" ‘ his
There shall be no evaluation statement or reprimand placed in an 
employees personnel folder unless the employee has been given a copy.
An, unuathorized absence for three (3) consecutive work days shall be
ten no^ nr abandonm®nt of position. Unauthorized absences totaling
shall £  ° - a W7  d3yS during the Previou* twelve-month period ^  evidence of excessive absenteeism. Either of the foregoing
term^  nation . i n ^ T h  * termination. An employee recommended fo? 
thp Accict 56 Provislons sha" have the right to request of
the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel a review of the facts con-
te n T u n  u" auth° rized ‘eave- Soch right shall exist for a period of
I h i  HWK k n 9  d3yS 3fter the first day of notification of the un- autnorized absence.
l h\ e^ ' ° yee Sha" haVf  the right t0 answer any material filed hereafter 
^  S°?-?el folder and the answer, if submitted, shall be 
d * the file copy. No anonymous letter or material shall be 
placed in an employee's personnel folder.
The validity of items of a derogatory nature placed in an 
personnel folder shall be subject to the grievance procedure.
employee's
The employee shall have the right to representation in 
hearings held pursuant to this article. Hearing shall 
meeting where disciplinary action will be discussed.
disciplinary 
include any
The employee shall be given two (2) days notice and a statement for
ceocre .ason ! ° r any disciplinary hearing as defined above, except in 
cases deemed to be an emergency.
Section 2. Dismissal, Suspension, Reduction in Grade
Employees dismissed, suspended, reduced in grade shall be entitled to
t h ^ J n ^ T 3? 0!  t0 an i.mpartial Hearing Examiner. The employee 
shall be notified of such action and of their right to appeal by certified
notify ?.he pemP,oyee sbal1 have twenty (20) calendar days in which to 
*th Executive Director for Personnel Control of the employee's
H M r in o  V PaPea SU(?  The Board shaM aPPoint such an impartialHearing Examiner who shall set the date and place mutually agreeable to
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the employee and the Board, for the hearing of the appeal. The Board 
shall set a time limit, at which time the Hearing Examiner shall present 
the findings. The findings of the Hearing Examiner shall not be bind­
ing on the Board, and the Board shall retain final authority on all dis­
missals, suspensions, and reductions in grade. The employee shall not 
be employed during the time of such dismissal or suspension even if 
appealed. I f  reinstated by Board action, the employee shall receive 
payment for the days not worked, and shall not lose any longevity or 
be charged with a break in service due to said dismissal, suspension, 
or reduction in grade. Dismissal, suspension, reduction in grade, and 
non-reappointments are not subject to the grievance/arbitration 
procedures.
Section 3. Cause for Suspension
In those cases where any employee has not complied with Board policies 
and/or Department regulations but the infraction is not deemed serious 
enough to recommend dismissal, the Department Head may recommend 
suspension up to th irty  (30) calendar days without pay. All suspen­
sions must be approved by the Superintendent.
Section 4. Types of Separation
Dissolution of the employment relationship between a unit member and 
the Board may occur by any of four distinct types of separation.
a. Voluntary. . .The employee initiates the separation by 
resigning, retiring, abandoning the position or other 
unilateral action by the employee.
b. Disciplinary. . .The employee is separated by the employer
for disciplinary cause arising from the employee's performance 
or non-performance of job responsibilities. Such action 
occurs at any necessary point in time.
c * Non-reappointment. . .The employee is separated by 
management's decision not to offer another annual contract. 
However, such non-reappointment shall not be in lieu of 
discipline or lay-off. Employees whose performance has been 
deemed marginal by the supervising administrator, who have 
been counseled during the school year concerning
performance, and have failed to perform acceptably shall not 
be reappointed. Such employees and the union shall be put 
on written notice of possible non-reappointment. Counseling 
and written notice of non-reappointment shall be provided in 
a timely manner. This action shall not be arbitrary or 
capricious, but based upon reason for the best interest of 
the employer.
d. Lay-off. . .This is the separation of employee(s) by the em­
ployer for lack of work or lack of funds, without fault or
delinquency on the employee's part. A lay-off may occur at 
any time of the work year with 21 days notice. Nothing in 
this contract shall bar the right of management to determine 
whether or not to reappoint annual employees simultaneous 
with the lay-off of other employees.
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The factors most important in determining what type of separation 
occurred for a given employee are which party initiated the action 
what time of the work year the action occurred, and the employer's 
expressed intent. 1
ARTICLE X III — LEAVES 
Section 1 . Voting Leaves
The Board agrees to allow an employee who is a registered voter a 
reasonable amount of time off (not to exceed one ( 1 ) hour) with pay, to 
vote in each local and general election. The location of the employee's 
precinct and the employee's work schedule shall be considered in 
scheduling such time off.
The employee may be required to show proof of registration to the 
supervising administrator prior to being granted voting leave.
Section 2 . Military Leave
A full-time regular employee of the School Board of Dade County may 
be granted a military leave of absence provided that:
a. He/she volunteers into the Armed Services.
b. He/she is recalled to active service from a reserve status.
The employee who is recalled for annual military responsibility 
will receive up to seventeen (17) calendar days with pay.
Section 3. Maternity Leave
A regular full-time employee who is an expectant mother or who adopts 
a child shall be granted maternity leave at the employee's request.
If  this leave falls within the school year, an approximate time should be 
given as to when the employee expects to return. The employee's
physician must approve her return to duty in writing. The mother of 
an adopted child may return at her own request. The maximum period 
for which maternity leave may be granted is one ( 1 ) year (12 months).
The employee may request an additional year of leave which will be 
personal leave. Therefore, the total time granted for the same
pregnancy or adoption cannot exceed two (2 ) years.
Section A. Parental Leave
A parental leave of absence without pay shaft be granted to an employee 
for the purpose of childbearing and/or child rearing as follows:
A. A male employee shall notify his supervising administrator in 
writing of his desire to take parental leave to begin at any 
time between the birth of a child to his wife and one ( 1 ) year 
thereafter. Except in cases of emergency, the employee shall 
give such notice at least thirty (30) days prior to the day on 
which the leave is to begin.
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B. An employee adopting an infant child ( i .e . ,  one ( 1 ) year of 
age or less) shall be entitled upon request to a leave to com­
mence at any time during the first year after receiving de 
facto custody of said infant child, or prior to receiving such 
custody if necessary in order to fulfill the requirements of 
adoption.
C. An employee who is granted a parental leave of absence pur­
suant to the above shall have the following re-employment 
rights:
1. When an employee notifies the supervising administrator 
or the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel of the de­
sire to return to active employment after parental leave, 
except for employees who return early, said employee 
shall immediately be assigned to the same position which 
the employee held at the time the leave commenced.
2. If  that position is no longer in existence, said employee 
will return to a substantially equivalent position.
Section 5. Personal Leave Without Pay
Leave of absence for personal reasons not to exceed thirty (30) days 
may be granted to full-time regular employees of the Dade County 
Public Schools if approved by the Superintendent, subject to the 
following guidelines:
A. No wages or salaries shall be paid during such leave except as 
provided in other sections of Board Rules.
B. All such leaves in excess of thirty (30) consecutive workdays shall 
be approved by the Board, except for those granted in accordance 
with provisions of the Workers' Compensation Law.
C. Re-employment rights to a position of like status shall be pro­
tected.
D. Such leave shall not exceed one (1) year in duration.
E. Such leave may be granted for one (1) of the following reasons:
1 . To serve in the Peace Corps
2 . To accept a Fulbright Scholarship
3. To fill one (1) full-time staff position for AFSCME Local 1363.
4. To continue a maternity leave.
Personal leave for reasons other than those listed above may be 
approved by the Board upon recommendation of the Superintendent.
Section 6. Personal Leave — Other Provisions
Any employee on leave may make contributions to any compensation or 
employee benefit plan that was available to the employee before the 
leave.
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1.
2 .
ARTICLE XIV — ANNUAL LEAVE (VACATION)
Section 1. Accrual-Annual Leave
A. Accrual — twelve-month employees
1* r ; : 5^ 66 ( -3) years ° f  employment — 1-1/4 days per month(15 days maximum per fiscal year)
2‘ mnnthh f ^ r ° f  emPloyment and thereafter -  1-2/3 days per month (20 days maximum per fiscal year) H
B. Accrual Provisions
*  yeaP ° f employment is defined as a year of service with the 
rnntra?t ty Pu5 .'Cu Scho°' System which is creditable for a 
tu^l period631"' ,C ,S m° re than one"half H / 2 ) the contrac-
Responsible supervisors should make every effort to insure 
that earned annual leave Is used on a current yearly basis
in order to provide employees with vacation and proper rest 
and relaxation. K K
emP'°yee has not used annual leave on a current basis the 
emp oyee may accrue a maximum of th irty (30) days annual leave ' Anv 
employee who accrues the maximum of thirty (30) days annual' leave 
may request approval to accrue additional annual leave^redits not to
S T o r ^ E S  lea^ve.additi° na' dayS' f° r 9 " axi—  of
Section 2. Annual Leave Scheduling
shTitld he.aV'n.rSh0» 1^  ^  used t0 provide penodic vacation and employees 
* b° / ' d ,be the opportunity of taking a minimum of ten (10)
ann ^  V ve dayS .vacat,on during a fiscal year provided that number of 
iseH f 6aVe credlts uhas been accrued. Annual leave credits may be 
used for purposes other than vacation when authorized by the super­
vising administrator. Y super
Upon reasonable notice, supervising administrators may require an
employee to use any part of his accrued annual leave for vacation 
purposes at any time that is deemed advisable. vacation
Annua! leave for an employee shall be so scheduled that there will be 
minimum disruption of the operation of the school system.
In setting annual leave schedules, within departments of the DCPS
P>6her j nCe 3S t0 annual teave dates will be given to those employees 
with the greatest amount of service in the same classification. V
Section 3. Compensatory Day
IT *be eve] t empl?yee is reduired to work on a holiday or the day it 
is observed the employee shall be entitled to a compensatory day off.
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Section 4. Early Dismissal
3 M i Jperinte?denV sha" excuse a"  employees at noon on the last workday preceding December 24 and January 1.
Section 5. Eligibility for Pay
nn h6|cP!«tee Wfl V S n°- returnin9 after the holiday is to be terminated 
on his last workday prior to the holiday and is not eligible for holiday 
pay.
ARTICLE XV — SICK LEAVE
Section 1 . The contract provisions governing absences and leaves 
o personnel are patterned after state laws and regulations. Each
I p T n t r p ° yee tIS ent,tlec* t0 accumulate one (1) day of sick leave 
per month of employment. Such sick leave is to be accrued in the 
following manner:
Each unit member employed on a full-time basis shall be credited for
° ne.r+ S'Ck leave f° r each month of employment, which shall be
credited to the employee at the end of the month and which shall not be 
used pnor to the time it is earned and credited to the employee. Such 
sick leave shall be cumulative from year to year and there shall be no 
limit on the number of days of sick leave an employee may accrue.
?ef ti0? 2; nC(A ll.,,U?USed accurnula*ed sick leave days earned after 
July 1 , 1954 will be restored to employees previously employed upon 
returning to employment in the school system except for employees who 
have retired. '
Section 3. Sick leave shall be approved in the following two (2) 
categories. 3
Illness of self or illness and/or death of:
Mother
Father
Sister
Brother
Mother-in-law
Father-in-law
Brother-in-law
Sister-in-law
Husband
Wife
Child
Foster parents
Son-in-law
Daughter-in-law
Grandmother
Grandfather
Illness and/or death of:
Foster children
Step-parents
Step-children
Grandchild
Uncle
Aunt
Niece
Nephew
Persons who reside in the same residence as the person who is request­
ing sick leave.
Section 4. Hardship Leave/Dire Emergency Leave
a. An employee eligible for sick leave may receive extra hardship 
leave time for his/her own illness up to a maximum of 30 addi­
tional workdays for the same illness per fiscal year, provided 
that (30 workdays is the maximum allowed any fiscal year):
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1.
2 .
b.
Documentary evidence is presented by a Board-approved 
physician to the Board providing that this particular j||- 
ness necessitated confinement, either to home or hospi- 
w" ,c  ^ prevented the employee from reporting to
The time granted for extra hardship leave will be on the 
basis of one day for each two days of confinement (30 
workdays is the maximum allowed any fiscal year for any 
and all extra hardship leave). y
Dire emergency leave may be granted an employee following a 
ardship leave if the illness is the same one for which he/she 
was granted a hardship leave of absence. Documentary evi-
de" ce a , .Board"aPProved physician must be submitted
with the application for dire emergency leave. This evi­
dence must confirm that confinement, either to home or hospi­
tal further prevented the employee from reporting to work. 
Dire emergency leave will be computed on the basis of one
day ? roneaCh, tW0 days of confi cement. This leave cannot exceed 30 work days.
Section 5. Sick Leave Bank
m^nt Par/ lfefS a3 ree to the following rules and procedures for establish­
ment staffing. and operation of a SICK LEAVE BANK. Such rules and
procedures may be revised by mutual consent of the parties.
RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE AFSCME SICK LEAVE BANK
U F S C M F ^ '^ ^ r 6^ 1 '00 ° f Stat6' ? °unty' and Municipal Employees,
S  1 ,Loca' 363' a9 rees to staff and operate a Sick Leave Bank 
o mittee for at least the duration of the current contract. It shall be 
the responsibility of this committee to administer the AFSCME Sick 
Leave Bank rules and procedures attached hereto.
The Dade County Public Schools agrees to:
Assist the committee in operation of the AFSCME Sick Leave 
Bank by providing, upon request, data from participating 
employees sick leave records. This data will be used to plan 
the initial operation of the Bank and as a basis for Sick
Leave Bank withdrawals.
B. Designate an administrator to meet periodically with the Sick 
Leave Bank Committee and to act as liaison with the
appropriate Dade County Public Schools office.
The AFSCME Sick Leave Bank Committee shall:
A. Maintain adequate records relative to all functions of the
Bank.
A.
B Meet periodically with a designated administrator of the Dade 
County Public Schools to review AFSCME Sick Leave Bank 
records.
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C. Operate the AFSCME Sick Leave Bank in accordance with the 
rules and procedures contained herein.
The Dade County Public Schools shall establish and the Union shall 
comply with procedures for identifying and recording contributions to 
the bank and for complying with any applicable governmental regulation 
of sick leave or sick leave banks or associated record-keeping.
AFSCME SICK LEAVE RULES AND PROCEDURES
I. PURPOSE:
A. In order to provide employees with an emergency pool of sick 
leave days for illness, accident, or injury of self above and 
beyond those available under "Sick Leave With Pay" pro­
visions, the Board and Union hereby establish the AFSCME 
Sick Leave Bank.
B. The AFSCME Sick Leave Bank shall function under rules and 
procedures administered by the Union. All full-time 
employees in the AFSCME bargaining unit may participate in 
the AFSCME Sick Leave Bank.
C. Any alleged abuse or misuse of the Sick Leave Bank shall be 
investigated by either or both parties. If the investigation 
results in finding of wrongdoing, the employee, DCPS, and 
the union shall be notified and the employee shall repay all 
sick leave days drawn from the pool and shall be subject to 
such disciplinary action as deemed appropriate by the Board.
I I . INITIAL MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS:
Only unit members who are full-time employees, who have been 
employed full-time for at least one year, and who have sick leave 
balance of five (5) days or more at the time of enrollment may 
enroll in the AFSCME Sick Leave Bank by contributing one (1) day 
to the Sick Leave Bank.
I I I .  WITHDRAWAL PROCEDURES:
Participating members who meet the following criteria may apply for 
withdrawal of days from the AFSCME Sick Leave Bank:
A. Exhaustion of ajj personal sick leave days.
B. Exhaustion of 0£ ineligibility for extra sick leave for hardship 
and dire emergency.
C. All applications are subject to final approval by the AFSCME 
Sick Leave Bank Committee.
The maximum number of Sick Leave Bank days that may be approved 
for any participating member is forty-five (45) days per twelve (12) 
month period.
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IV.
five hundred (500)Ldays have bee ^  activ3,ed when a minimum of 
bution shall be r e a r e d  of namidep° s,ted- Nd further contri- 
AFSCME Sick Leave Bank fs d L le ted  fo". 9 - [n3r,Iber5 unless ,he 
and fifty  (250) days remain In f  k P° mt where <w° hundred 
sick leave bank exceot thn^P uUCh case' 3,1 members of the 
for hardship o r d . r e T ^ " 9 6Xtra sick 
time the bank is depleted. 9 Contnbute one (1) day each
v - DURATION OF AGREEMENT:
The AFSCME Sick Leave Bank chaii •
tion of the contract and mav hp rJ b ‘n existence for the dura- 
ln the event a member wishes anewed m Succeedin9 contracts. 
Bank membership, all 'obTiqatfln a n T '" 8*6 , AFSCME Sick Leave 
shall cease ninety (90) da^s from ?hd pi' ,v,le9es of membership 
notification by the AFSCME Sick Leave^Bank rerCe'pt of written 
bZ T  of sick leave days shall r e m a in  L e lv l
—RANTING OF SICK LEAVE FROM THE B A N K -
In the event of non-renewability of the A F ^ rmf c - i i 
in succeeding contracts B a n k  In n c  * ... ~ME Slck Leave Bank
buting members where' a l ! ?  tS o "  be returned to contri- 
accomplished equaUy to tPhP„ ° P RetUrn of daVs will be
AFSCME Sick Leatfe Bank J i t h l r a w T . ^  " h° h3v* "»« u n ite d
VI
AFSCME SICK LEAVE BANK PROCEDURES 
A- IN ITIAL ENROLLMENT:
s V K - H ' t S r "  =
T h i s  card will h e 's a ^  site a s  t h e  n ^ ' 55. 3 ?  p r o c e S 5 i " 3 - 
Leave Card and wiII r n n t l  th , /  6Sent Application for
of one (1) dav s ic k  aUth° nty  for the initial deduction
Additionally, the card will ^ th o r"z™  'a FSCME ^ V d 09’’3'’1' 
additional day of sick lea ve  fm m  Ah , ME to deduct an 
Leave Bank has been depleted employee, if the Sick
Upon completion of internal processinq bv AFSCmf tK ,
Depar^ment?SmiCards'StwiM t '  &
sequence by employee n u m h p r  T K 3 r Ded ,n work location 
deduct a day oT sIck leave from ,h 3 * V 0"  - i l l
"  - —  'zrzxz
■ « & in j s r  b ^ i S h r F ^ f -  -
da«ed tha, the posting was "m a ^ e ^ t^ th e ^ e ^ p io ^ T /a ” 3^ ^ :
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For those employees who do not have the required leave 
balance for the deduction, the authorization card will be 
returned to AFSCME with notation "NO LEAVE BALANCE".
B. SUBSEQUENT DEDUCTIONS AFTER IN ITIAL ENROLLMENT:
1. Subsequent deductions as described in Section IV shall be 
accomplished by utilizing the Sick Leave Bank Program Card 
which will be checked in the box titled "Subsequent Deduc­
tion". This card need not be signed by the employee and 
immediate supervisor since the initial card authorized subse­
quent deductions. This card will be signed and dated by an 
authorized member of the AFSCME Sick Leave Bank 
Committee. The cards will then be forwarded to the Payroll 
Department.
2. Upon receipt of the cards and transmittal listing by the 
Payroll Department, the individual Payroll Data Cards will be 
posted and filed per paragraph A2 above. The AFSCME Sick 
Leave Bank Committee will notify affected employees when 
subsequent deductions are made from participants. Insuffi­
cient leave balance to permit deductions will be returned to 
the AFSCME Sick Leave Bank Committee per paragraph A2 
above. The Sick Leave Bank Committee shall, on an indivi­
dual basis, notify employees with an insufficient leave balance 
that they are no longer enrolled in the Sick Leave Bank, and 
advise them of subsequent enrollment procedures.
C. GRANTING OF SICK LEAVE:
When employees are granted sick leave from the AFSCME Sick 
Leave Bank, the AFSCME Sick Leave Bank Committee will utilize 
the "Sick Leave Bank Program" card to notify the Payroll Depart­
ment. The sick leave days granted by the committee shall be 
posted to the Payroll Data Card and filed per paragraph A2 above. 
The committee will notify members who have been granted sick 
leave from the Bank.
The committee will notify the DCPS Payroll Section which 
member(s) of the committee are authorized to grant the leave. 
The leave cards will be forwarded to Payroll with a letter of 
transmittal.
Section 6. Good Attendance Incentive (Effective January 1 , 1983)
A. To encourage and reward personnel who exercise particular care 
in the maintenance of their personal health and job attendance, the 
Board provides a good attendance incentive. All employees in the 
bargaining unit who accrue sick leave may cash in sick leave days 
accrued each year provided the following criteria are met:
1. The employee must use no more than a total of three (3) 
sick/personal leave days during the course of the fiscal year 
(July 1 -  June 30).
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2. The employee must have a minimum of twenty-one (21) 
accrued sick leave days after cash-in of sick leave days  
accrued on an annual basis. Compensation for annual accrued 
sick leave cashed in pursuant to the above provisions shall be 
as follows:
The employee's daily rate of pay during the fiscal year 
in which the days were accrued times eighty percent
Payment for this benefit will be made on or before August 1 
of the following fiscal year. Days for which such payment is 
received shall be deducted from the employee's accumulated 
leave balance.
ARTICLE XVI — HOLIDAYS 
Section 1. Legal Holidays
Legal holidays as established by Florida Statutes shall be granted to all 
full-time permanent employees of the Dade County Public School System.
Section 2. Board Approved Holidays
In addition to legal holidays, the following days have been approved as 
official holidays for all employees:
Friday following the fourth Thursday in November 
(Thanksgiving)
December 24 and December 26
(Whenever December 25 (Christmas) falls on a Tuesday, 
Wednesday, or Thursday).
In the event December 25 falls on a Friday, Saturday, Sunday or 
Monday, the official holidays shall be observed as follows:
a. When December 25 is a Friday, the holidays shall be observed 
on December 24 (Thursday) and December 28 (Monday)
b. When December 25 is a Saturday the holidays shall be
observed on December 23 (Thursday), December 24 (Friday), 
and December 27.
c. When December 25 is a Sunday, the holidays shall be
observed on December 26 (Monday), December 27 (Tuesday), 
and December 28 (Wednesday).
d. When December 25 is a Monday, the holidays shall be
observed on December 26 (Tuesday) and December 27 
(Wednesday).
Section 3. Legal Holidays Falling on Saturday or Sunday
When a legal holiday falls on a Saturday or Sunday, it shall be 
observed respectively on the preceding Friday or the following Monday 
for personnel not regularly scheduled to work on the respective 
Saturday or Sunday. In the event employees are scheduled to work on 
such Saturday or Sunday, they shall be granted such holidays on the 
day on which the holiday occurs.
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Section Succession of Holidays
When one or more holidays fall on Saturday or Sunday in a succession 
of holidays, the holiday occurring on Saturday shall be observed on a 
preceding workday; a holiday occurring on a Sunday shall be observed 
on a workday following the respective Sunday.
ARTICLE XVII — JURY DUTY AND SUBPOENA AS A WITNESS
Section 1. In case of jury summons, the employee must report to the 
Court on the appointed day as there is no statutory exemption from 
jury service.
Any full-time employee who is summoned as a member of a jury panel 
shall be granted temporary duty with pay, and any jury fees shall be 
retained by the employee.
An employee subpoenaed in line of duty to represent the board as a 
witness or defendant shall be given temporary duty and any witness 
fees shall be retained by the employee.
In no case shall temporary duty with pay be granted for court 
attendance when an employee is engaged in personal litigation; however,  
employees who have accrued vacation may be granted vacation leave in 
such cases with approval of the responsible supervisor.
Section 2. Any employee of the school system may be placed on
temporary duty without loss of pay when he has been subpoenaed by a 
court as a result of incidents occurring which are related to his 
employment with the School Board of Dade County.
Any employee who has in his custody official records of the school 
system and is subpoenaed by a court to produce such records may also 
be granted temporary duty without loss of pay.
ARTICLE X V III — OTHER BENEFITS
Section 1. Blood Bank and Donors
Employees wishing to donate blood, without remuneration, shall be 
granted reasonable leave, without loss of pay, for the purpose of 
donating blood.
Section 2. Safe Driving Awards
An employee who drives or operates mobile equipment fifty percent 
(50%) of the time in performance of duties, shall receive awards for safe 
driving. After the fifth  year, the employee will receive an appropriate 
award as recommended by the Employee for each consecutive year of 
safe driving completed. Should a driver have a preventable accident, 
that driver starts over the first day after the accident.
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Section 3. Tools and Uniforms
A|, u.n‘J ™  a,lowance of sixty dollars ($60.00) per year will be paid to 
all AF5CME unit members who wear a prescribed uniform in accordance 
with School Board directives.
Employees, in order to qualify for the uniform allowance, shall wear the 
uniform while performing their duties during normal working hours and 
scheduled overtime. Receipt of three (3) warning notices for failure to 
wear the uniform may result in the employee's loss of the uniform 
allowance.
An annual hand-tool allowance will be paid to those Maintenance and
ransportation employees qualifying under the terms stipulated in 
Appendix V.
The annual payment of an allowance for the upkeep and replacement 
of hand tools will be calculated based upon agreed values increased by 
the percentage increase in the Hand Tools category #1042 of the U. S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, for the month of Julv 
of that year. 7
Section 4. Unemployment Compensation (Refer to Appendix)
The current Board policy to comply with state statutes shall continue in 
force and effect.
Section 5. Insurance (Refer to Appendix II)
Section 6. Retirement
The current Board policy and practice shall continue in force and 
effect.
Section 7. Mileage
Employees whose duties for the school system require them to travel 
within the county from their official headquarters to other locations shall 
be reimbursed for travel in a privately owned vehicle on the basis of 
the maximum mileage allowance under Florida law. Mileage allowance 
shall be computed at the maximum allowable rate per mile for distance 
actually traveled on official business as established in Florida Statutes.
Section 8. Parking Supplements
Unit members employed full time at Southside Elementary School who 
drive to work and utilize parking provided by the City of Miami Off- 
Street Parking Authority adjacent to the school shall be paid an annual 
parking supplement in the amount of $250. To be eligible, employees 
will be required to certify to the Southside Elementary School principal 
that they are driving to work and parking their vehicles in said spaces. 
The supplement will be incorporated in the eligible employees' daily 
rates of pay until such time as the Board provides other parkinq space 
or facilities.
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ARTICLE XIX EMPLOYEE PROTECTION IN WORK ASSIGNMENTS
Employees shall not be required to work under unsafe or hazardous 
conditions nor to perform tasks which endanger their health, safety or 
well-being. Employees are to be provided a safe workplace and be 
furnished with safety devices, protective clothing and such safeguards 
as are necessary to reduce or eliminate accidents and injuries. Mana- 
gers/Supervisors are to do everything reasonably necessary to protect 
the life, health and safety of each employee and the public.
Employees will follow safe practices and operating methods on all jobs 
assigned. Employees shall be required to wear the safety devices, 
protective clothing or equipment designated by management for employee 
protection. Safety devices and equipment, when required, will be pro­
vided by the Board. Refusal or failure of an employee to use or wear 
such devices or equipment, or failure to follow safe practice and oper­
ating methods, shall be grounds for appropriate disciplinary action, 
including dismissal.
In the event employees are exposed to infectious diseases or toxic 
chemicals as part of their ordinary duties, they will be given pre­
scribed examinations and tests at the time of such exposure, and there­
after, as determined by the examining physician. Employees will be 
examined or tested on the Board's time and at the Board's expense. 
Refusal by an employee to submit to such examinations and tests shall 
be grounds for appropriate discipline, including dismissal.
In the event an employee is involved with an accident or injury, an 
accident report will be completed and distributed as prescribed by 
Administrative Directives.
ARTICLE XX — ESTABLISHED PRACTICES
In the interest of clarity, it is reaffirmed that these established prac­
tices are as follows:
Section 1. Break Time
For work assignment of six (6) or more hours, one (1) fifteen minute 
break for each half of the work assignment. For work assignment of 
less than six (6) hours, one (1) fifteen (15) minute break period.
Section 2. Clean-up Time
Employees will have ten (10) minutes prior to close of each work shift, 
for the purpose of clean up, returning tools and equipment.
Section 3. Split Shifts
There shall be no split work shifts.
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A shift differential shall be paid to those employees working the after- 
noon/evening shift and the night shift.
a. Second Shift -  Employees will be eligible for the second shift
premium when the start of the shift is 12:30 P.M. or later, but
prior to 6:00 P.M. The shift premium will be $.20 per hour,
except for Elevator Operators and Starters, in which cases the 
shift premium will be $.15 per hour.
b. Third Shift -  Employees will be eligible for the third shift premium
when the start of the shift is 6:00 P.M. or later, or three (3)
hours before the beginning of the normally scheduled first (1) day 
shift. The shift premium will be $.25 per hour except for Elevator  
Operators and Starters, in which cases the shift premium will be 
$.20 per hour.
Section 5. Custodian/Head Custodian Salary Scale '
Custodians shall start on the third step of the salary scale.
Section 6. Food Service Personnel
All food service personnel are to receive meals without payment.
Section 7. Advancement in pay grades. (Refer to Appendix III)  
Section 8. Back Pay
Section 9. Administrative Policy Covering the Salary Handbook
The Union shall be advised of any proposed change in any policy con­
tained in the Salary Handbook; method of notification shall be the same 
as in Article IV .
Section 4. Shift Differential
ARTICLE XXI — PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS FOR AFSCME DUES
A. On or before July 1, of each year, the Assistant Superintendent
for Personnel shall contact AFSCME and shall ascertain:
1. The amount of each deduction to be made.
2. The number of deductions required during that contract year 
for each employee in the unit (this may be a fixed number 
from 1 to 26).
3. A schedule for taking dues deductions shall be submitted no 
later than September 1 or July 1 as applicable by AFSCME 
and approved by the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel.
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B. The Assistant Superintendent for Personnel shall then prepare and 
provide the Payroll Section a letter to all employees in the unit 
explaining the payroll dues deduction program for that year and 
the rights and privileges of each employee relative to AFSCME 
membership and payroll dues deductions.
C. The Assistant Superintendent for Personnel shall request from 
AFSCME the information required on the deduction card as follows:
1. Work location
2. Employee number
3. Payroll code
a. Name of employee
5. Name of organization
6. Amount of dues or authorization to deduct whatever dues are
assessed.
7. A statement that the School Board shall be absolved of any
and all liability resulting from the collection of authorized
dues.
D. AFSCME shall be required to submit completed and correct payroll 
deduction authorization cards, including the manual signature of 
the employee, to the Supervisor of Payroll at least three (3) weeks 
before the initial deduction is to be made.
E. The authorization cards shall be retained on file in the payroll 
section as long as AFSCME is the certified bargaining agent of the 
unit.
F. Any employee in the unit desiring to change or revoke his dues 
deduction authorization must submit a request for such change or 
revocation to AFSCME at least thirty (30) days prior to effective 
date of such change. At no time shall AFSCME present to the 
Supervisor of Payroll a requested change which cannot be imple­
mented.
C. AFSCME shall be responsible for the collection of any arrears due 
AFSCME.
H. AFSCME will notify the Board, in writing, th irty  (30) days prior 
to any change in regular dues deduction.
I. The School Board shall be absolved of any and all liability result­
ing from the collection of authorized dues.
ARTICLE XXII — COMPLETE AGREEMENT AND WAIVER OF
BARGAINING
It is agreed and understood that this agreement constitutes the complete 
understanding between the parties and concludes all collective bargain­
ing during its term, except as otherwise specifically provided in the 
Article entitled Term of Agreement and Reopening. The union specifi­
cally waives the right to bargain during the term of this agreement with
respect to any subject or matter referred to or covered in this agree­
ment, or to any subject or matter not specifically referred to or 
covered even though it may not have been in the knowledge or contem­
plation of the parties at the time this agreement was negotiated.
a?rf ement may be reopened for negotiations if not approved 
by the School Board of Dade County or if funds are not made available 
for its implementation.
ARTICLE XXI ASSIGNABILITY OF CONTRACT
The provisions of this agreement shall be binding upon the parties 
hereto and upon their successors and assigns for the full term of this 
agreement. The parties agree that the terms and obligations herein 
contained shall not be affected, modified, altered or changed in any 
respect by the transfer or assignment by the Board or any or all of its 
property, control, ownership or management or by any change in the 
legal status of the Board or any part thereof.
ARTICLE XXIV TERM OF AGREEMENT AND REOPENING
The agreement shall be effective July 1 . 1982, subject to ratification by 
the Union and the School Board of Dade County, Florida, and shall 
continue to^June 30, 1985, provided:
The agreement may-by service of written notice on the other contract 
party no later than May 1 , 1 983 for the 1 983-84 fiscal year and May 1 
984 1984-85 fiscal year-be reopened for negotiations for fiscal
years 1983-84 and 1984-85 on the subjects of wages and fringe benefits
f icon'or' each.P a rtV maY reopen up to five (5) articles/appendices 
tor 1984-85. Additional articles/appendices may be reopened by mutual 
consent.
If the Florida Legislature fails to allocate adequate funds to implement 
the fiscal agreements in this contract, the Board may reopen negotia­
tions on such issues.
An actuarial study shall be conducted during the 1982-83 school year to 
determine the potential costs and/or savings that could result from a 
decision to purchase retirement annuities for school district employees 
with twenty-five (25) years or more of creditable service who have 
reached age 55 and have applied for retirement under the Florida 
Retirement System. The findings of the actuarial study shall be pro­
vided to the Superintendent no later than February 1 1983
ARTICLE XXV — MISCELLANEOUS
Should any part of this agreement or any portion therein contained be 
rendered or declared illegal, legally invalid or unenforceable by a Court 
of competent jurisdiction, or by the decision of any authorized govern­
mental agency, such invalidation of such part or portion of this agree­
ment shall not invalidate the remaining portions thereof. In the event
35-
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This contract shall continue in full force and effect until midnight 
‘ June 30, 1985.
DATED at Miami. Florida January 19, 1983.
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF 
STATE, COUNTY. AND
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES 
LOCAL 1 363, AFL-CIO
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF 
DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA
President Chairman
By
Leonard Britton 
Superintendent
(
1/
APPENDIX I NON-EXEMPT EMPLOYEES IN THE AFSCME UNIT
All regular (10-12 month) employees employed as non-instructional, 
maintenance, operation, transportation and food service employees em­
ployed by Dade County School Board in the following job classifications.
Fire Prevention Mechanic II 
Automotive Mechanic Foreman 
Automotive Mechanic I 
Automotive Body Repairman II 
Leadman, Body Shop 
Hotel Office Clerk 
Bellman
Equipment Mechanic II
Mower Mechanic II
Locksmith II
Mail Courier
Parking Lot Attendant
Film Technician -  AV
Audiovisual Aides Technician
Audiovisual Specialist
Audiovisual Recording Specialist
Audiovisual Reproduction Clerk
Radio Dispatcher
TV Continuity Writer
TV Film Technician
TV Control Operator
Watchman
Security Guard
Stock Clerk 11
Storekeeper I
Senior Stock Clerk Transportation 
Textbook Repair Clerk 
Tool Repairman I
Automotive Equipment Operator II
Office Machine Foreman
Office Machine Repairman I
Unskilled Laborer
Groundsman
Labor Foreman II
School Bus Manager
School Bus Driver
Custodian II
Custodian Head I
Custodian Head III
Food Service Manager I
Food Service Manager III
Baker I
Food Service Worker 
Cook 11
Chef Restaurant Training 
Cafeteria Substitute 
Lunchroom Aide 
Elevator Operator I 
Shade Mechanic I and II 
Shade Mechanic Foreman 
Window Repairman I and II 
Food Service Manager IV
Fire Prevention Mechanic I 
Automotive Mechanic II 
Automotive Serviceman 
Automotive Body Repairman I 
Leadman, Mechanical Rebuild Shop 
Hotel Housekeeper Assistant 
Equipment Mechanic Foreman 
Equipment Mechanic I 
Mower Mechanic I 
Locksmith I
Workers' Compensation Coordinator 
Piano Tuner
Senior Film Technician -  AV
TV Stage Manager
Audiovisual Operator -  Clerk
TV Cameraman
Radio TV Engineer
TV Announcer Operator
TV Master Scheduler
TV Artist Illustrator
Restaurant Training Manager
Police Guard
Parent Aides
Stock Clerk 111
Stock Clerk I
Storekeeper II
Materials Testing Assistant
Tool Repairman II
Automotive Equipment Operator I
Office Machine Repairman II
Laborer I
Job Order Clerk
Labor Foreman I
Labor Foreman III
School Bus Specialist
Custodian I
Custodian III
Custodian Head II
Custodian Inspector
Food Service Manager II
Cook I
Part Time Food Service Worker 
Baker II
Head Baker Restaurant Training
Satellite Assistant
Elevator Starter I
Elevator Starter III
Elevator Starter II
Window Repair Foreman
Laborer II
Upholsterer
Bus Aide
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APPENDIX II
COMPENSATORY BENEFITS
The School Board shall provide the following additional compensation 
benefits as described in this Appendix:
Liability Insurance .
Croup Life Insurance 
Croup Health Insurance .
Health Insurance for Retired Employ 
Workers' Compensation 
Temporary Duty 
Social Security .
Retirement Plan
ees
Unemployment Compensation
Credit Union
U.S. Savings Bonds.
Tax Sheltered Annuities . 
Terminal Pay
39
40
40
41
41
42 
42
42
43 
43 
43
43
44
The Board agrees to provide for all eligible unit members the current 
level of Board-paid health, life, dental, and vision coverages during 
fiscal year 1982-83. Future premium increases which occur durinq 
fiscal years subsequent to 1982-83 will result in:
a. Board payment of a level premium to each category of benefit- 
or,
b. Board payment of a percentage of premium for each category  
of benefit; or
c. Modification of benefits for cost containment measures (includ­
ing increased deductibles, greater percentages of co-insur­
ance, e tc .); or,
d. Review of funding alternatives; or,
e. A combination of the above.
Insurance
Section 1. Liability Insurance
Subject to the availability of liability policies to the Board, all em­
ployees of DCPS are covered by professional liability insurance for non­
criminal acts other than tort acts, and the carrier undertakes the 
defense of the employee sued as a result of acts occurring in the prop­
er performance of his duties according to the terms of the policy.
If the Board attorney is to represent the employee in a case in which 
the insurance coverage does not apply, the Superintendent may'make 
that recommendation to the Board. When time does not permit prior 
recommendation to the Board, the Superintendent shall authorize the
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Board attorney to represent the employee and report his action at the" 
next regular meeting of the Board.
Section 2. Croup Life Insurance
The Board agrees to improve the current group life insurance plan for 
all eligible employees, by providing life insurance equal to the em­
ployee's salary for the 1982-83 fiscal year, or $10,000, whichever is 
higher.
Unit employees shall be given the option of purchasing an additional 
amount of life insurance equal to two times the employee's salary for the 
1982-83 fiscal year, or $20,000, whichever is higher, at the same rate. 
The optional coverage shall be paid for by the employee.
Section 3. Croup Health Insurance
The employer agrees to provide the present level of insurance benefits 
with the Board assuming the increased costs for employee costs for fis­
cal year 1978-79. In addition the Board agrees:
To increase the current $50,000 major medical benefit in the 
hospitalization plan with the insurance carrier to $250,000 for 
all eligible AFSCME unit members. The benefit will be effec­
tive upon acceptance of the improvement by the insurance 
carrier. The cost shall be paid by the Board.
To provide a dental care insurance program for eligible unit 
members effective January 1 , 1979. The cost of employee 
coverage shall be paid by the Board. Optional dependent 
coverages, if available through the insurance carrier, may be 
elected at the employee's expense.
To provide a vision care insurance program for eligible unit 
members effective January 1 , 1979. The cost of employee 
coverage shall be paid by the Board. Optional dependent 
coverage, if available through the insurance carrier, may be 
elected at the employee's expense.
All eligible employees in the AFSCME bargaining unit shall have the 
option of selecting an approved HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION 
as an alternative to the current health carrier. The School Board
shall pay, pursuant to Public Law 93-222, the full single coverage 
premium for all eligible employees whether they are enrolled in the 
current group plan or an approved HMO. Such health programs shall 
continue to include dental and vision care coverage at not less than the 
present minimums. The Union shall have the exclusive right to accept 
or reject any HMO.
The enrollment period shall begin in September, 1979 and close in 
October, 1979. Coverage for employees of the AFSCME unit and their 
enrolled eligible dependents shall become effective the first day of the 
first full pay period for the class of employees, in January, 1980.
-no-
Qhe o^l*owin9 r^ *r»ge benefits shall be added immediately to 
Board provided (carrier) insurance coverage for eligible 
contingent on carrier acceptance of policy changes:
existing
members,
home health care;
psychologist ordered by physician; 
second surgical opinion;
Ambulatory surgical facility paid under basic benefits (no 
deductible)
Section 4. Health Insurance For Retired Employees
7uhC ,S?,h0° l Board ,°f Dade County, Florida and the AFSCME agree to 
the following conditions affecting retiree insurance for those retirees 
remaining with the Board-sponsored health plan (currently Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company) effective January 1 , 1983. These conditions
1. To commingle the retirees' claims experience in with the active 
employees' claims experience.
2. To keep the experience records separate so that analyses can be 
made prior to re-implementation in subsequent years.
3. To improve the retiree benefits for both those covered by Medicare 
and those who are not eligible for Medicare by offering to retirees 
and their eligible dependents the same plan as that offered to 
active employees, with the following exceptions:
a. The new retiree plan will have a $100 per hospital confinement 
deductible;
b. The new retiree plan will have a $300 major medical deductible 
(in lieu of the current $100 deductible);
c. The lifetime maximum on the retiree program will be limited to 
$100,000 on the major medical expenses only;
d. The program will be coordinated with Medicare, not carved 
out;
e. Commingling will only be offered to the retiree; not to the 
retiree's dependents.
Workers' Compensation
Benefits
A. If  an employee is disabled by injury occurring during the dis­
charge of duty and is unable to perform his regular duties, the 
Workers' Compensation Act of the State of Florida provides‘ that 
"no compensation shall be allowed the first seven (7) days of dis­
ab ility ." However, if  disability extends more than fourteen (14) 
days, Workers' Compensation shall be paid from the first-day of 
disability.
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reached. * hen maxlmum medical Improvement has been
C. Rate of compensation: to be determined by Florida Statutes.
Temporary Duty
regyulaermPd X es a^d ^ a c e ^ r ^ p l m e ' n t ' r ^ h e ' V hls/her
other DCPS services includinn f f°  .th e  pu rpose  o f performing
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Social Security
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Retirement Plan
ofe DCeprI hiL in at .Statf  administered retirement system for unit members of DCPS, as pertinent, is governed as follows:
A- and R°u^da V J V V J l V  ~ C^ '  ’ ? '• p'°Hda Statutes. 
amended.Rules and Regulations, Florida Retirement System, as
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B* Btat® an1d>, CofHnty Officers and Employees Retirement System- 
Chapter 122. Florida Statutes, as amended.
Unemployment Compensation
w71*' th,C SCOpe 0f the F|orida Unemployment Law was expanded to include employees of School Boards and Community Col­
leges. retroactive to December 31, 1973.
Unemployment Insurance provides temporary income payments to make
faP t? Pra [ l  ° f  thC WageS ,0St t0 workers who lose their jobs through no fault of their own, and are able and available for work. y
In lieu of the contributions required of private employers, public aqen-
“ V  are, a" nuall>; re^ " -e d  t0 raimb^ se <*e state an amount equal to 
the total of regular benefits and the state's share of expended benefits 
p3.d to former employees of the agency. The School Board, as a non- 
profit employer is required to reimburse the Unemployment Compensa-
doUa/basis f° r ^  bene^ts paid to former employees on a dollar for 
Credit Union
Employees have an opportunity to become members of the Dade Countv 
School Employees Federal Credit Union, which was organized March 8 
1935 and as of June 30, 1974, had assets of $26,855,850.60 and a 
membership in excess of 17,127. The purpose of the Credit Union is to 
encourage regular savings and make loans available to members at low 
interest rates with payments arranged according to their income and 
ability to repay. There are five locations to serve personnel but the
279-43M ^  ^  7800 S*W* 117 Avenue' Miamia telephone
U. S. Savings Bonds
Employees may purchase by payroll deductions up to ten (101 bonds 
simultaneously in the amounts of $25, $50, $75 or $100 denominations. 
Bonds are purchased from the First National Bank of Miami and are 
forwarded to the employee from the Office of Deduction Control. Pav- 
ro I deductions for the purchase of U. S. Savings Bonds may be can­
celed at the end of a bond purchase cycle. Bonds are purchased solely 
by the employee. r
Tax Sheltered Annuities
The School Board has a tax sheltered annuity program in which all 
employees are eligible to participate. A tax sheltered annuity offers 
the tax advantage of deferring federal income taxes until the benefit is 
received. The employee who elects to enroll in this program pays for 
the entire cost by payroll deduction, based upon an amendment to his 
basic contract. The School Board and AFSCME shall have no liability 
or responsibility in connection with the tax sheltered annuity proqram 
except the Board will show that the payments have been remitted for 
the purpose for which deducted by an annual statement by the carrier.
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leave;
hvV sT t?  yearsu of service, the daily rate of pay mul-
fey 35% t,mes the number of days of accumulated sick leave.;
the next three years of service, the daily rate of nav mul- 
by 40% times the number of days of accumulated sick ^eave;
three years of service, the daily rate of pay mul- 
by 45% times the number of days of accumulated sick teave;
e T b; f1 r« t,Z * nl i  ^  Kf service' the daily rate of pay ed by 50% times the number of days of accumulated sick
during and after the 13th year of service and until when first 
flS J5!* for normal retirement, the daily rate of pay multiplied by 
t°eV T  lJ e.l niimber of days of accumulated sick leave. There-
a.f.te. ' the dai|y rate will remain frozen at the rate when first 
eligible for normal retirement. In no case, however shall an 
employee whose daily rate has been frozen pursuant to this pro-
p .n . rec®lv.e than the amount determined as in #4 above
Provision #5 is effective January 1, 1983. aoove.
days' ac*c r  u ed 'a  ffer" Jul y P,a.y W *  ° " 'y  those sick leave
benefit wni be ™ de ° n ° r
pmn nCm ? £r ret‘remer!t as referred to herein shall mean termination of 
naSiny^  l, ?-V aCt'?n ?f the emPloyee; such termination excludes resiq- 
o r1 retirpmpnVre,T.en* after! .a recommendation for dismissal or resignation 
or retirement after participation in a work stoppage, job action or 
strike, in the absence of specific approval by the Board.
rtavQ M hatPate shall be computed by dividing the number of "workinq
ferred to herein ' h 6 annual salary- "Normal retirement," as re? 
MtabfiQhirt Tk ,ha- ,mean retirerT,ent under any retirement system 
av 6dhub s the ,e9'slature with either full or reduced benefits as
?ne I f  d by !  ' ° r ma7datorV retirement due to the attainment of the
age of seventy years. "Normal retirement" shall not be interpreted to
^ V r bNity re,J rement- <* service" rta ll m l?n S J S S b i
yea of service under any retirement system of the State of Florida.
APPENDIX ill
NON-INSTRUCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION PLAN 
POLICIES AND PAY SCHEDULES OF 
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF DADE COUNTY. FLORIDA
1. COVERAGE
All noninstructional personnel 
Dade County, Florida, shall be 
Non-Instructional Classification 
with the following exceptions:
employed by The School Board of 
classified and paid according to the 
Plan, Policies and Pay Schedules,
A d m in is tra te , supervisory and technical personnel who are 
classified and paid in accordance with the Unified Compensa- 
t'on and Classification Plan for Administrative, Supervisory 
and Technical Personnel. y
b. Journeymen and foremen in building trades and related occu­
pations who are paid in accordance with Salary Schedule H.
c. Temporary, substitute and student positions and those posi­
tions for which special provisions are made as reflected on 
Salary Schedule I.
2. PROBATIONARY PERIOD
A probationary period of four (4) calendar months is required for 
an employee on initial appointment or promotion to a position 
covered by the Non-lnstructional Classification Plan, Policies and 
ray Schedules.
h?c/hlr ®ver?t +.that the employee does not satisfactorily complete 
his/her probationary period, he/she shall be separated from the 
service except that, in the case of promotion from a lower pay 
grade position, he/she may be considered for employment in the 
class of comparable pay grade from which he/she was promoted.
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At any time during the probationary period the newly hired 
employees performance is considered unacceptable, the probation-
th l  2 ° yeh- Swa b? terminated- During the probationary period, 
Mp h lr®d emp °yee shaM be on an hourly status and if eligi-
ble shall receive only the group health, vision, dental, and life 
insurance fringe benefits provided to other employees.
3. HIRING RATES
NORMAL HIRING RATES: The first step of each pay grade shall
Be considered the normal hiring rate for new full-time and tempo-
e™?]oy? el  e* cept those 50 designated by the Director of Non- 
Instructional Staffing as indicated in this Appendix. Under special
dprntUmfn P6S' and. With the appr0val of the Assistant Superinten­dent for Personnel, an employee may be hired, or rehired at a 
salary step higher than the first step of the pay grade for he
hTin'g '"ratbeTs9s t™ 1 :, <CUS,° d,anS ^  " " d
^ IPI-ACEMENT HIRES: All replacement hires normally will be
™ thtL S!,me Pt y 9rade ,evel as the employee being replaced 
P; ° V‘ded| J°b demands, responsibilities, and work content remain 
essentially unchanged. Where the responsibility or work content
hpa nJr t J SJ ° p be revis.ed' thue department supervisor shall advise
W  ^erso" ne!. 50 that tha Position may be re-evaluatedfor possible reclassification.
INTERIM APPOINTMENTS: Employees working in an pnder-clas-
f. ed status may not be given an increase in salary until such 
time as they become fully qualified for the position they are fiII- 
ing Failure to do so within one (1) year will result in the loss 
of the higher classification and it will be reduced to the level of 
the incumbent's attainment.
REHIRES: Former employees who are hired within two (2) years
a fte .r separation shall be placed on a step within the new pay 
grade determined by years of creditable service within the system 
An employee who has been separated from the system a period 
exceeding two (2) years shall be treated as a new employee. A 
person may be rehired for a position in a different job family, 
but should be hired on the same basis as a new employee.
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES: Applicants hired for work on classified
jobs shall be paid at the minimum hourly rate of the assigned pay 
grade for the work they perform, provided they meet the eligibility 
requirements for the position. y y
a d v a n c e m e n t  w it h in  p a y  g r a d e s
This section describes the method of using employee experience to 
placement on a salary schedule. Nothing herein shall be inter­
preted as entitling any employee to a raise or a specific salary. 
The va ue of a step or a schedule shall be set in negotiations. 
No employee shall be entitled to a compensation increase by appli­
cation of this language. No employee's annual wage may be in­
creased except by written and ratified negotiations agreements.
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Effective 
unit shall
1981-82
Step
July 1, 1982, 
be placed on
employees in the 
steps as follows:
1982-83
__________ Step
AFSCME bargain!
1
B-4
1
B-5
1
U-2 U-3
1
U-5
1
21 A 2 — —- 22 3 2 — 3 33 4 3 3 4 43A — — 4
4 5 4 5 5 55 6 5 6 6 66 7 6 7 7 77 7 7 7 7 77X 8 — 8 8 88 8 8 8 8 88 A 8 —— 8 8
98X 9 — 9 98 Y 9 — 9 9 99 9 — 9 9 9
9A 9 - - 9 9 99X 10 — 10 10 1 09 Y 10 — 10 10 1010 10 — 10 10 1011 11 — 11 11 11
B. Empoyees will automatically advance one (1) step each July 
until they reach the maximum of the pay grade to which they 
are assigned, provided their employment in a classified posi­
tion commenced on or before March 31 of the current year.
TRANSFERS, PROMOTIONS, AND DEMOTIONS
All transfers, promotions or demotions must be cleared and ap­
proved by the Director of Non-lnstructional Staffing. Employees 
transferring to a new position must notify their present supervisor 
two (2) weeks prior to the effective date of the transfer. Every 
effort should be made to report to the new position at the begin­
ning of the new pay period. 3
TRANSFERS: When an employee is transferred or reassigned to a
position in the same pay grade he will receive no salary increase 
except as outlined in 4 .a. above.
PROMOTIONS OR UPGRADES: When an employee is promoted or
assigned to a position which is classified in a higher pay grade 
he/she shall be given an increase to the first step of the new 
salary range effective the start of the next pay period after Board 
approval. When his/her current salary is already in excess of the
first step, he/she will be placed on that step of the new grade 
that provides at least the equivalent of one salary step increase. 
If his/her salary is equal to or above the maximum of the range 
from the position to which he/she is assigned, no change in salary 
shall be considered.
DEMOTIONS:
a. Unsatisfactory Performance -  In the event an employee is de­
moted to a position in a lower pay grade as the result of in­
ability to perform satisfactorily in the higher grade, or is re­
assigned to a position in a lower pay grade at his/her own 
request, that employee shall be placed within the lower pay 
grade determined by the years of creditable service within 
the system.
b. Reclassification of Job to a Lower Pay Grade -  In the event a 
position is reclassified to a lower pay grade and the incum­
bent cannot be placed in a position of comparable pay grade, 
the individual's rate of pay shall remain the same unless the 
current rate of pay is above the maximum of the new pay 
grade in which instance the rate of pay shall be reduced to 
the maximum of the new pay grade except that the rate of 
pay will not be placed on the first longevity step (L-1) or 
the second longevity step ( L—2) of the new pay grade until 
completion by the employee of 10 or 12 years of creditable 
service respectively, in accordance with standard policy.
c. Transfer to a Lower Pay Grade in Lieu of Layoff -  In the
event an employee is transferred to a position in a lower pay
grade in lieu of layoff, the pay rate of the employee will be 
the rate step in the lower pay grade into which transferred
corresponding to the rate step of the pay grade from which
transferred.
6. ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW POSITIONS
All requests for the establishment of positions new to the Non- 
Instructional Classification Plan will be first written up on a posi­
tion questionnaire and submitted to the Wage and Salary Adminis­
trator for evaluation and recommendation for pay grade assign­
ment.
New positions so established will be audited after they have been 
functioning for a reasonable period of time, to insure the correct­
ness of the level of duties, responsibilities, and pay grade assign­
ment.
7. RECLASSIFICATION OF POSITIONS
Requests for evaluation of position classification may originate from 
employees or supervisory personnel and should be directed to the 
Office of Personnel. The processing of such a request shall not 
be delayed, deferred or denied and shall not require the approval 
of the immediate supervisor or department head.
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Employees are further reminded that requests for reclassification to
me9P^ r theVe j Poslt,ons cannot be considered unless the employee
nr l r J c ir  q^ahf.cations including minimum standard testor licensing requirements.
dpHoH ftI eCtlaSlSlfic*V^n requests not be reconsidered for a 
ctanrp* 1  ® V*  (12,J months except under extraordinary circum­
stances such as complete department reorganizations.
j ncreases uP°n upward reclassification shall be adjudicated 
m the same manner as salary increases for promotion.
8. STANDARD WORKWEEK
The standard workweeks have been established 
Board of Dade County, Florida as follows: by The School
iL D o urs  -  commencing immediately after midnight on Thursday and 
ing Thurlday5^ 60 COnseCutive days endin9 on midnight the follow-
^ Dhk°;^ S a' ! fulltime service employees of the Lindsey
Hop Kins Hotel who are covered under the Fair Labor Standards
9. SCHEDULED OVERTIME PAY
All full-time non-instructional employees other than certain execu­
tive, administrative and professional personnel are considered 
non-exempt employees. ea
M  • emP' T eS 3re 6ntitled t0 overtime Pay at one and one-half their regular rate.
Overtime distribution lists shall be established to provide for dis­
tribution of available overtime as equitably as possible to qualified 
employees affected in their groups at the geographic work loca­
tions. Employees refusing overtime shall be charged with the
number of overtime hours refused. a
Employees charged with unauthorized absence in a given work 
week shall not be eligible for overtime for the remainder of that 
Thin ,week .(mciuding Saturday and Sunday). The overtime list 
shall be maintained and reviewed annually consistent with the work 
year. Employees on authorized absences shall not be denied
d istH but ion d|i st * ' ret3m their Positions on the scheduled overtime 
EXTRA TIME PAY FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
A. School bus drivers shall be paid at their regular rate for all 
hours which they are required to work beyond their regular 
twenty-seven and one-half (27.5) hour weekly task assign­
ment, up to an aggregate maximum of forty (40) hours per
W CCn»
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1) Substitute drivers not serving as replacements for regu­
lar drivers are excluded from guaranteed weekly task 
assignments.
2) Regular drivers who desire to work less than the guar­
anteed time may request a waiver to not work the guar­
anteed time, subject to the approval of the Director of 
Transportation.
3) With the approval of the Director of Transportation, a 
bus driver may be given a waiver of the requirement to 
make field trips.
4) The 27.5 hours per week includes assigned route time, 
allowance of 10 minutes for each refueling by compounded 
buses; allowance of one-half hour for each refueling by 
buses not compounded and all clerical time. After 
attainment of 27.5 hours, during a week, the driver will 
be paid for breakdown time that exceeds one (1) hour.
5) After attainment of 27.5 hours, during a week, drivers 
will be paid for additional time acquired makinq field 
trips.
Extra-time distribution lists shall be established to provide for dis­
tribution of available extra time as equitably as possible to quali­
fied employees affected in their groups at the geographic work 
locations. Employees refusing extra-time shall be charged with the 
number of extra-time hours refused. The extra-time list shall be 
maintained and reviewed annually consistent with the work year.
NOTE: The Classified Salary Schedule is based on 260 work
days per year. Should the actual days in the fiscal 
year vary from 260, the employee will be paid for actual 
days times his daily rate (due to the payroll being com­
puterized, the daily rate will always be calculated by 
dividing the annual salary by 260). Hourly, daily or 
bi-weekly rates for each pay grade and step shall be 
computed to a third decimal place which shall, in each 
case be rounded off to the next higher penny. Penny 
breakage" will always be in favor of the employees in 
order to avoid any under-payments of stipulated annual 
salaries.
B* Field Trip Assignments -  Field trip  rotation assignments will 
be posted at each Transportation terminal.
1) School bus drivers are required to make all assigned 
field trips. In cases of illness or emergencies that pre­
vent a driver from making a trip , the driver will be 
responsible for notifying the Route Specialist verbally, 
followed by written confirmation. The Route Manager 
will approve or disapprove the driver's excuse for not 
accepting a trip .
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Assignment of field trips will be made as follows:
a) First priority will be given drivers required to 
make up minimum basic route time.
b) Second priority will be given to drivers voluntarily 
requesting field trips.
c) Third priority will be the assignment of drivers to 
field trips as needed.
2) The Route Mananger at each terminal will be responsible 
for posting rosters of drivers in each of the above cate­
gories and indicating the field trips assigned. Each 
driver will be responsible for checking the roster and 
assuring that they are aware and available for the 
assignment or for prior notification of the Route Special­
ist of their non-availability.
11* ^ t ^ E R  EMPLOYMENT F0R n o n - i n s t r u c t i o n a l  PERSONNEL
TflrUULARLY EMPLOYED ON A LESb THAN TWELVE MONTH B A C, I g
Non-instructional employees who regularly work on a 10-month or 
lesser basis, and who file applications for summer employment prior 
to the end of April shall, all things being equal, be given priority 
consideration on temporary summer job openings for which thev 
qualify. 7
No guarantee can be made that every such applicant for summer 
assignment will be employed. Every effort shall, however, be 
made to offer work opportunities equitably, within the limits of 
geographic availability and the skills and abilities of applicants for 
summer employment.
Salaries for such additional summer employment shall be governed 
by salary schedules in effect for the position occupied during the 
period worked. Employees on temporary summer assignments will 
work the same hours and days as other employees at the work 
locations to which they are assigned.
Other than sick leave or military leave in accordance with Board 
policy, no leave of absence with pay will be approved.
12. FOOD SERVICE MANAGER CLASSIFICATIONS
a. Food service manager levels are based on a combination of ed­
ucation and meal participation factors plus completion of the 
Food Service Manager Intern Training Program as follows:
JOB TITLE
Food Service Manager I 
Food Service Manager II 
Food Service Manager III 
Food Service Manager IV
EDUCATION*
H.S. + 6 Hrs. (See 
H.S. + 6 Hrs.
H .S. + 12 Hrs.
H.S. + 18 Hrs.
MEAL
PARTICIPATION**
) 300 -  500
501 -  1000 
1001 r  1500 
1501 -  Plus
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1) Manager levels will be based on the current year's 
average meal participation determined as of the fall FTE 
count. Resultant changes in the Manager levels will be 
effective as of the first pay period following the fall FTe 
count. Manager positions will be downgraded to the next 
lower level if the average meal participation decreases 
two participation levels.
*
**
Special food service course or equivalent, and completion of 
the Food Service Manager Intern Training Program.
Schools with less than an average of 300 meal 
will be allocated a satellite assistant position. participations
2) Optional qualification for Food Service Manager I:
Successful completion of the Food Service Manager Intern 
Training Program.
3) Schools serving satellite operations will be allocated Food 
Service Manager positions at the level determined by the 
combined average meal participation of the regular school 
food service program and the satellite operation(s).
b. Increases or decreases in satellite operations which result in 
Food Service Manager levels changing will be effective begin­
ning the first pay period following the effective date of the 
satellite operation change.
Where no previous history exists, such as a new school, or 
change in school day, the Department of Food Services will 
estimate the meal participation factor which will be used to 
determine the level of food service manager classification to 
be assigned to said school.
d. Food Service Managers who are unassigned or who are classi­
fied at a level above that authorized at the work location will 
be given priority consideration for assignment to any vacant 
position, for which they qualify, before being downgraded to 
a lower position. .
e. Food Service Managers who have been downgraded due to 
decreases in average meal participation will be given priority 
consideration over new hires for positions that become vacant.
13* SPECIAL EVENTS PAY FOR SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL
School food service employees assigned to activities not related to 
the regular operation of the school food service program shall be 
reimbursed at one and one-half their regular hourly rates of pay 
for work performed at such special functions.
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RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY
Unless specifically exempt under the Rules and Regulations
»m rida h t,rei?e n tc System, all full-time/part-time personnel 
employed by The School Board of Dade County, Florida must 
participate in Social Security and the Florida Retirement Program
OTHER BENEFITS
Car Use Allowance
Satellite assistants (Job code 
allowance of $300. 5728) shall receive an annual car use
SALARY SCHEDULES
Negotiated salary schedules 
Public Schools (DCPS) Salary
shall be placed in the Dade County 
Handbook.
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APPENDIX IV
JOB FAMILIES
Each cluster below is a job family. The positions within a job family 
are listed in rank order.
JOB CODE JOB TITLE PAY GRADE
MAINTENANCE FAMILIES
6059 Senior Fire Equipment Mechanic/lnspector 19
6070 Fire Equipment Mechanic/lnspector 16
6071 Fire Equipment Mechanic 13
6160 Foreman-Equipment Repair 24
6161 Equipment Mechanic II 20
6162 Equipment Mechanic I 16
6172 Senior Mower Mechanic 20
6170 Mower Mechanic 11 17
6171 Mower Mechanic I 14
6342 Foreman-Window Shades 6 Upholstery 21
6341 Curtain S Shade Installer/Repairer 16
6340 Curtain & Shade Worker 13
6410 Tool Repairer/Machinist 18
6411 Small Tool Repairer 14
6421 Maintenance Equipment Operator II 18
6422 Maintenance Equipment Operator I 15
6431 Foreman-Office Machine Repair 23
6432 Office Machine Mechanic II 18
6433 Office Machine Mechanic I 15
6453 Foreman-Window Repair 22
6451 Window Repairer II 18
6433 Window Repairer I 15
6460 Foreman-Furniture Repair 6 Refinishing 22
6461 Furniture Repairer II 17
6462 Furniture Repairer I 13
6464 Laborer-Furniture Repair & Refinishing 10
7015 General Foreman-Grounds 22
7016 Foreman-General Labor 20
7009 Laborer-Heavy 12
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♦ 'JOB > —
7020
7021
6384
6301
5660
5612
5611
5610
5600
5705
5702 
5701 
5700 
5728
5708
5709
5703
5704
5706
6377
6378
6368
6390
6375
6391
6376
6369
6370 
6420
6371
6392
6372
6193
6194
JOB TITLE
Fence Erector S Repairer
Assistant Playground Equipment Installer
Lab Technician-Material Tester
Radio Dispatcher
PAY GRADE
18
12
19
14
OPERATIONS FAMILY
Custodian Inspector 
Custodian, Head III  
Custodian, Head II 
Custodian, Head I 
Custodian
FOOD & NUTRITIONAL SERVICES FAMILY
Food Service Manager IV 
Food Service Manager III  
Food Service Manager II 
Food Service Manager I 
Satellite Assistant 
Cook II 
Baker II 
Cook 
Baker
Food Service Worker
STORES AND MAIL DISTRIBUTION FAMILY
Senior Foreman-Material Storage 6 Issue
Foreman-Material Storage & Issue
Foreman-Delivery Section
Foreman-Receiving Section
Warehouseman
Senior Receiving Clerk
Inventory Audit Clerk
Routing Clerk
Senior Stock Clerk
Driver-Delivery Truck
Stock Clerk II
Receiving Clerk
Stock Clerk I
21
19
19
19
17
16
16
16
16
15
14
14
12
MAIL DEPARTMENT FAMILY
Foreman-Mail Service 
Senior Mail Clerk-LHEC Annex
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JOB CODE
6191 
6190
6192
6087
6088
6085
6086 
6091
6275
6276 
4255 
5501
POSITIONS
6080
6081
6082
6083 
6090
6084 
6092
6360 
6380
6361
6362
6291 
6290
6300
6292 
6296
6298 
6295
6299
5322
5321
JOB TITLE PAY GRADE
Senior Mail Clerk -  S&D MD 12
Mail Courier 14
Mail Clerk 10
TRANSPORTATION FAMILY
Foreman-Body Shop 24
Foreman-Machine Shop 24
Vehicle Body Repairer II 20
Vehicle Body Repairer I 16
Upholstery Repairer-Motor Vehicles 16
School Bus Route Manager 23
School Bus Route Specialist 20
School Bus Aide 12
School Bus Driver 1
BOTH MAINTENANCE AND TRANSPORTATION FAMILIES
Foreman-Vehicle Service & Repair 23
Leadman-Vehicle Repair 21
Vehicle Mechanic 19
Vehicle Service Mechanic 16
Tire Repair Mechanic 15
Vehicle Service Attendant 12
Vehicle Maintenance Helper 8
Foreman-Stockroom 20
Senior Stock Clerk Transportation 18
Parts Counter Attendant 14
Assistant Parts Counter Attendant 12
MEDIA PROGRAMS -  AUDIOVISUAL FAMILY
Senior Film Technician 13
Film Technician AV 11
Audiovisual Systems Technician 23
Audiovisual Technician 22
Audiovisual Specialist 15
Senior Audiovisual Reproduction Clerk 14
Audiovisual Operator-Clerk 13
Audiovisual Reproduction Clerk 12
MEDIA PROGRAMS -  RADIO SERVICES FAMILY
Radio Announcer/Producer-Public Affairs 17
Radio Announcer/Operator 16
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. ‘JOB CODE JOB TITLE PAY GRADE
5304
5340
5306
5307
MEDIA PROGRAMS -  TV PRODUCTION/PROGRAMMING FAMII Y
Senior Animator 2n
Artist Illustrator-Educational Media 1g
Assistant Animation Producer im
Animation Production Assistant i?
5310
5311
5308
5309
TV Stage Manager 
TV Camera Operator 
TV Media Trainee 
TV Production Helper
18
16
14
7
5330
5331
5332 
5315 
5314
MEDIA PROGRAMS -  TV/RADIO ENGINEERING FAMILY
Working Leader-Radio/TV 
Radio/TV Engineer II 
Radio/TV Engineer I 
TV Control Operator 
TV Master Switcher
Engineering 24
23
19
18
18
6144 
6143
6145 
6265
LHEC-HOTEL FAMILY
Chief Housekeeper 
Housekeeper
Hotel Cleaning Attendant 
Parking Lot Attendant
13
9
9
8
6053
6052
6051
6050
LHEC-BUILDINC OPERATIONS FAMILY
Chief Elevator Operator/Starter 
Elevator Starter 
Assistant Elevator Starter 
Elevator Operator
6320
5717
5721
TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTERS FAMILY
Restaurant Training Manager 
Chef-Restaurant Training 
Head Baker-Restaurant Training
8011
OTHER
Security Guard 12
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APPENDIX V
TOOL ALLOWANCE
SECTION 1
Employees in the job classifications footnoted in Appendix IV, who, as a 
condition of their employment, are required by the School Board to 
provide and maintain their own hand tools in accordance with required 
tool lists stipulated by both parties to be adequate to meet the needs of 
the individual trades, established and maintained by the School Board,
will receive an annual monetary allowance equal to 16.6% of the agreed
value of the list. The approved tool list and replacement prices shall 
be modified prior to the effective date of this agreement to reflect (1) 
changes in the tool list due to changes of requirements and the state of 
the art, and (2) changes in replacement prices of the tools in the 
approved tool list. The allowance will be paid in one annual payment, 
based upon qualification and calculation as of the last working day of 
September.
SECTION 2
Employees hired or promoted during the period preceding the annual 
calculation will receive a prorated allowance, based upon full months of
employment. A major portion of the work days in a month will be
counted as a full month. Employees terminated for just cause will not 
receive an allowance for the period in which they are terminated. 
Employees who die, retire, or are laid off will receive a prorated allow­
ance based upon their last date of employment.
SECTION 3
Each tool list shall include only those tools that are appropriate to the 
safe and efficient performance by the employee of the duties assigned 
within the job classification. Reasonable substitutions of tools shall be 
permitted with authorization by the Board. When changes are made in 
the list, or new tools are required by the Board, a reasonable period of 
time shall be allowed each employee to purchase the tools necessary for 
compliance with the tool list covering the job classification.
The Board shall make no requirements with respect to brand names or 
places of purchase of required tools, however, standards of quality and 
safety established the bid specifications in the original acquisition by 
the Board must be maintained.
SECTION 4
All tools and tool boxes currently the property of the School Board that 
have been issued to employees in the designated classifications shall 
become the property of those employees to whom issued. In order to 
compensate the Board for the cost of these tools, the tool allowance as 
agreed to the above shall not be paid for the- first one year of this 
agreement, but shall become effective thereafter. During this period 
and thereafter, additions and replacements shall be the responsibility of 
the employee.
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* ’ >Ai '  ,r euW emP'°yees hired after the effective operation of this agreement
shall be required to furnish their own hand tools as per the approved 
hand tools lists and shall be eligible for allowance as described herein. 
In the event an employee is terminated before the Board is fully compen­
sated for the value of tools supplies, the employee may elect either of 
two courses of action:
1. Return the complete set of tools to the Board and forfeit 
entitlement to any allowance which may have accrued; or,
2. Retain the complete set of tools and make suitable arrange­
ments to complete the compensation to the Board prior to 
receipt of any terminal pay which might be due.
Should the employee leave without making an election, the Board, at its 
discretion may exercise choice 2 above, and make appropriate deductions 
from any monies otherwise owed to the employee.
SECTION 5
Any necessary tools or equipment not on an approved hand tool list 
shaM be designated as "shop tools", and shall be furnished by the 
School Board. Such tools shall remain the property of the Board. In 
general, the term "shop tools" shall designate power-driven equipment 
hand tools of a size not normally carried in a portable tool box, and 
meters, gauges and similar test equipment. This definition shall be 
subject to interpretation by comparison with existing tool lists, the 
customs of the trade and negotiation when required.
SECTION 6
The School Board shall continue to provide current levels of security 
for storage of tools and tool boxes in School Board facilities during 
off-duty time. In the event of the theft of tools from proper storage 
the employee shall file a loss claim with Board's Risk Management Divi­
sion or assigned carrier. Awards, settlements, and other decisions 
affecting the claim will be governed by the terms of the agreements or 
policies then in force. The employee shall be responsible for replace­
ment of any items stolen during the normal work day when the employee 
is on duty, (such times, for the purpose of this section, shall include 
meal and other break times) or at any time, as a result of personal 
negligence.
SECTION 7
Employees shall be entitled to remove any of their personally owned 
tools (including those that become their property due to the operation 
of this agreement) from their work site for off-duty use, subject to 
regulations detailing the method of such physical removal and other 
provisions of this agreement. A full set of tools, as listed, must be 
available for use of any regular work day or for use on any authorized 
overtime. Such availability shall be subject to Board verification upon 
demand, and subject to disciplinary action in accordance with Article 
XII if not maintained. If  any employee chooses to add tools to those
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required, they must be itemized on the employee's official inventory on 
file at the work location with an appropriate valuation for personal 
insurance claims only. Loss of claims for any such tools not properly 
listed will be contested.
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a p p e n d ix  VI
SALARY SCHEDULE I
TEMPORARY, SUBSTITUTE AND STUDENT POSITIONS 
Effective July 1, 1982
PERSONNFtmPA°rTm nT f ' red temPorary basis, a REQUEST FOR
. t C J ! ° U form lRPA) must be initiated by the hirina
hired and PtUhatm9 th ® P,e rl° d ° f  time f° r which the emPloyee is to e hired, and the reason for the temporary hire. When temDorarv
reau?ryedentn Qe* Ceefds the estimated period. Department Heads are
oPsuch employment.3 mem° randum the need for the extension
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employee
(AFSCME) Local 1363
5703
5704
5707
5708
5709 
5727
5734
5735 
7010 
8007 
8009 
8022
Part-time Cook
Part-time Baker
Part-time Food Service Worker
Cook 11
Baker II
Cafeteria Substitute 
Part-time Lunchroom Aide 
Substitute Lunchroom Aide 
Unskilled Laborers 
Police Guard 
Parent Aide
Substitute Bus Drivers
4.22 per hour
4.22 per hour
4.08 per hour
4.35 per hour
4.35 per hour
4.08 per hour
4.08 per hour
4.08 per hour 
3.80 per hour 
7.44 per hour 
3.89 per hour 
6.62 per hour
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AFSCME SALARY SCHEDULE -  B-9
12-MONTH
S T E P S
GRADE 1 2 3 9 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
7 7623 7909 8203 8519 8853 9199 9536 9902 10,299 10,671 11 ,120
8 7909 8203 8519 8853 9199 9536 9902 10,299 10,671 11,120 11 ,572
9 8203 8519 8853 9199 9536 9902 10,299 10,671 11,120 11,572 12,029
10 8519 8853 9199 9536 9902 10,299 10,671 11,120 11,572 12,029 12 ,568
11 8853 9199 9536 9902 10,299 10.671 11,120 11,572 12,029 12,568 13 ,090
12 9199 9536 9902 10,299 10.671 11,120 11,572 12,029 12,568 13,090 13 ,629
13 9536 9902 10,299 10,671 11,120 11.572 12,029 12,568 13,090 13,629 19,166
19 9902 10,299 10,671 11,120 11.572 12,029 12,568 13,090 13,629 19,166 19 ,922
15 10,299 10,671 11,120 11,572 12.029 12,568 13,090 13,629 19,166 19,922 15,609
16 10,671 11,120 11.572 12,029 12.568 13,090 13,629 19,166 19.922 15.609 16 ,390
17 11,120 11,572 12,029 12,568 13,090 13,629 19,166 19.922 15,609 16,390 17.133
18 11,572 12,029 12,568 13,090 13,629 19,166 19,922 15.609 16,390 17,133 17 ,928
19 12,029 12,568 13.090 13,626 19,166 19,922 15,609 16,390 17,133 17,928 18 ,778
20 12,568 13,090 13,626 19,166 19,922 15,609 16,390 17.133 17,928 18,778 19 ,685
21 13,090 13,626 19,166 19,922 15,609 16,390 17.133 17,928 18,778 19,685 20 ,621
22 13,626 19,166 19,922 15,609 16,390 17,133 17,928 18,778 19,685 20,621 21 ,613
23 19,166 19,922 15,609 16,390 17,133 17.928 18.778 19.685 20,621 21,613 22 ,671
29 19,922 15,609 16,390 17,133 17,928 18,778 19,685 20,621 21,613 22,671 23 ,785
* Includes $600 across--the-board salary increase.
Note: Employees governed by this salary schedule
who work less than twelve (12) months will earn 
proportionately less.
1982-83
AFSCME SALARY SCHEDULE B-5 
12-MONTH
GRADE 1 2
12 10,905 11.437
13 11,437 11,987
14 11,987 12,556
15 12,556 13,040
16 13,040 13,626
17 13,626 14,241
18 14,241 14.836
19 14,836 15,565
' 20 15.565 16,605U)
' 21 16,605 17,319
22 16,952 17,666
23 17,299 18,013
24 17,645 18,359
S T E P S
3 4 5
11,987 12,556 13,040
12,556 13,040 13,626
13.040 13,626 14,241
13,626 14,241 14,836
14,241 14,836 15,565
14,836 15,565 16,605
15.565 16,605 17,319
16.605 17.319 18,173
17,319 18.173 18,968
18,173 18.968 19.818
18,520 19.315 20.165
18.867 19.662 20,512
19,213 20.008 20.858
6 7 8
13,626 14,241 14,836
14,241 14.836 15.565
14,836 15,565 16,605
15,565 16,605 17.319
16,605 17.319 18,173
17,319 18,173 18,968
18,173 18,968 19,818
18,968 19,818 20,725
19,818 20,725 21,661
20.725 21.661 22,653
21,072 22,008 23,000
21,419 22.355 23,347
21.765 22.701 23,693
Includes $600 across-the-board salary increase.
Note: Employees governed by this salary schedule
who work less than twelve (12) months will earn
proportionately less.
<79
-
1982-83
AFSCMF. SALARY SCHEDULE U-2 
12-MONTH
S T E P S
GRADE 3 9 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
(entry)
8 8699 9112 ' 9369 9660 9988 10,328 10,669 11,036 11,93
11 9729 10,095 10,938 10,899 11,291 11.986 12,906 12,710 13.29
13 10.938 10.899 11,291 11,986 12.906 12,710 13,299 13.788 19,38
15 11,291 11,986 12,906 12.710 13,299 13,788 19,382 19,976 15,60
? 16 i 11,986 12,906 12.710 13.299 13,788 19,382 19.976 15,609 16,25
Includes $600 across-the-board salary increase.
Note: Employees governed by this salary schedule
who work less than twelve (12) months will earn
proportionately less.
GRADE
1
1982-83
AFSCME SALARY SCHEDULE U-3 
12-MONTH
S T E P S
10 11
6270 6468 6651 6870 7083 7329 7590 7847 8115 8400 8682
1982-83
AFSCME SALARY SCHEDULE U-5 
12-MONTH
GRADE 1 2 3 4
5 7544 7766 7995 8230
6 7766 7995 8230 8478
7 7995 8230 8478 8732
P S
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
8478 8732 9018 9323 9648 9960 10,299
8732 9018 9323 9648 9960 10,299 10,640
9018 9323 9648 9960 10.299 10,640 11.038
Includes $600 across-the-board salary increase.
Note: Employees governed by this salary schedule
who work less than twelve (12) months will earn
proportionately less.
